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Abstract

In this thesis, the forward problem of electrocardiography is investigated from a cellular level

through to potentials on the surface of the torso. This integrated modelling framework is based

on three spatial scales. At the smallest spatial resolution, several cardiac cellular models are

implemented that are used to represent the underlying cellular electrophysiology. A bidomain

framework is used to couple multiple individual cells together and this provides a mathematical

model of the myocardial tissue. The cardiac geometry is described using finite elements with

high order cubic Hermite basis function interpolation. An anatomically based description of the

fibrous laminar cardiac microstructure is then defined relative to the geometric mesh. Within the

local element space of the cardiac finite elements, a fine collocation mesh is created on which the

bidomain equations are solved. Each collocation point represents a continuum cell and contains

a cellular model to describe the local active processes. This bidomain implementation works in

multiple coordinate systems and over deforming domains, in addition to having the ability to

spatially vary any parameter throughout the myocardium. On the largest spatial scale the passive

torso regions surrounding the myocardium are modelled using a generalised Laplace equation

to describe the potential field and current flows. The torso regions are discretised using either

finite elements or boundary elements depending on the electrical properties of each region.

The cardiac region is coupled to the surrounding torso through several methods. A traditional

dipole source approach is implemented that creates equivalent cardiac sources through the sum-

mation of cellular dipoles. These dipoles are then placed within a homogeneous cardiac region

and the resulting potential field is calculated throughout the torso.

Two new coupling techniques are developed that provide a more direct path from cellular acti-

vation to body surface potentials. One approach assembles all of the equations from the passive

torso regions and the equations from the extracellular bidomain region into a single matrix

system. Coupling conditions based on the continuity of potential and current flow across the

myocardial surfaces are used to couple the regions and therefore solving the matrix system

yields a solution that is continuous across all of the solution points within the torso. The second

approach breaks the large system into smaller subproblems and the continuity conditions are
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imposed through an iterative approach. Across each of the myocardial surfaces, a fixed point

iteration is set up with the goal of converging towards zero potential and current flow differences

between adjacent regions.

All of the numerical methods used within the integrated modelling framework are rigorously

tested individually before extensive tests are performed on the coupling techniques. Large scale

simulations are nrn to test the dipole source approach against the new coupling techniques. Sev-

eral sets of simulations are run to investigate the effects of using different ionic current models,

using different bidomain model simplifications, and the role that the torso inhomogeneities play

in generating body surface potentials.

The main question to be answered by this study is whether or not the traditional approach of
combining a monodomain heart with an equivalent cardiac source in a two step approach is

adequate when generating body surface potentials. Comparisons between the fully coupled

framework developed here and several dipole based approaches demonstrate that the resulting

sets of signals have different magnitudes and different waveform shapes on both the torso and

epicardial surface, clearly illustrating the inadequacy of the equivalent cardiac source models. It
has been found that altering the modelling assumptions on each spatial scale produces noticeable

effects. At the smallest scale, the use of different cell models leads to significantly different body

surface potential traces. At the next scale the monodomain approach is unable to accurately

reproduce the results from a full bidomain framework, and at the largest level the inclusion of
different torso inhomogeneities has a large effect on the magnitude of the torso and epicardial

potentials. Adding a pair of lungs to the torso model changes the epicardial potentials by an

average of 16% which is consistent with the experimental range of between 8 and 20%. This

provides evidence that only a complex, coupled, biophysically based model will be able to

properly reproduce clinical ECGs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

*We are a divided species - head running ahead of heart. It is no surprise that coro-

nary thrombosis is the characteristic death of our time. The heart literally chokes

up on the impossibility of keeping up."

Brian Aldiss, 1969

The heart is the pump that supplies nutrient rich blood to all of the body's systems. For a typical

individual living for 75 years, their heart will beat over 3.15 billion times and pump 0.21 billion

litres of the blood required to sustain life (Schneck 2000). While it is a mechanical contraction

that forces the blood to circulate, it is a propagating electrical wave that causes the muscles

to contract. In a standard heart beat, pacemaker cells in the sinoatrial (SA) node (located on

the atrial wall near the junction of the superior vena cava and the right atrium) spontaneously

depolarise and initiate an electrical wave that propagates through the atria. The wave then

reaches the atrioventricular (AV) node at the base of the right atrium where the wave speed

is reduced. The AV node also contains pacemaker cells, but these cells beat at a slower rate

than those in the SA node meaning that under normal conditions the SA node controls the heart

rate. From the AV node the wave passes into the bundle of His that is located at the top of the

specialised ventricular conduction system. The bundle then bifrrcates into left and right bundle

branches that in turn split further to form the Purkinje fibre network. A wave in the ventricular

conduction system propagates rapidly allowing large sections of the venkicular myocardium to

be depolarised almost simultaneously.
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This cardiac electrical activity can be measured on the body surface and can be used to give a

non-invasive representation of cardiac electrical function. The potentials measured on the body

surface that are the result of cardiac activity are called electrocardiograms or ECGs and were

first recorded by Waller (1887). The most common form of ECG uses nine electrodes, three on

the extremities and six on the front of the torso down the long axis of the heart. The potentials

from these electrodes are combined using a standard method to produce twelve leads and there-

fore these recordings are known as a twelve lead ECG. Figure 1.1 shows a standard lead II ECG

trace where the different features are given their standard labels. The first deflection in the ECG

trace is called the P wave and represents the depolarisation of the atrial tissue. The combination

of the Q, R and S waves is known as the QRS complex and represents ventricular depolarisation

while the T wave represents the repolarisation of the ventricles. (The repolarisation of the atria

is masked by the larger QRS complex). Sometimes an additional U wave is observed at the end

of the ECG trace although there is still some debate over the interpretation of the U wave.

as
Figure 1.1: A standard lead II ECG waveform.

Cardiac problems that lead to a disruption of the standard activation sequence can be seen

through changes in the ECG haces and because of this, the twelve lead ECG is today used

extensively as a diagnostic tool and as a method of monitoring cardiac activity. Geselowitz

(1989) states

"It is estimated that approximately 100 million standard 12 lead ECGs are recorded

annually in the United States. This number is swelled by ambulatory (Holter) mon-

itoring, where continuous records are obtained for periods of 24 hours or more, as

well as by records obtained during exercise tests. In addition the ECG is displayed

or recorded during monitoring of critically ill patients, and patients in the operating

room."
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The exact form of the standard ECG signal set may differ from person to person because of

variations in heart location, geometry and orientation. Currently it is left up to the cardiologist

to separate these interpersonal differences from any abnormalities. With a normal activation

sequence, the propagating wave reaches the different areas of the myocardium in the correct

order to ensure a coordinated muscular contraction that forces blood from the ventricles out to

the lungs and to the remainder of the torso. When there is an electrical disturbance such as a

conduction blockage within one of the bundle branches or an accessory pathway between the

atria and the ventricles, the contraction may become uncoordinated, reducing cardiac output and

forcing the heart to work harder to supply sufficient amounts of blood. An occluded coronary

artery may also create an infarcted region of tissue that has altered electrical properties and

through which the activation wave may not propagate smoothly. In addition to reducing cardiac

output, these problems can initiate a reentrant wavefront that shows up on an ECG trace as a

ventricular tachycardia. If the reentrant wavefront breaks up the result may be fibrillation where

the contractions of the myocardium are completely uncoordinated and the amount of blood

circulated may then be inadequate to sustain life. Thus, fibrillation is fatal if not treated quickly.

While in the last century many advances have been made in the mechanical imaging of the

heart through developments in ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), MRI tagging,

diffusion imaging and computer tomography (CT), the techniques for electrically imaging the

heart in a non-invasive manner have remained relatively static. Currently work is in progress

to extend the nine electrodes used in a standard 12 lead ECG to several tens or even hundreds

of electrodes, in an effort to acquire a more detailed picture of cardiac electrical function. Fig-

we I.2 shows 16 body surface potential traces from a 256 electrode jacket placed on a normal

volunteer. While it may be possible for a clinician to observe relatively minor changes in a 12

lead ECG set, to consider the volume of data generated from a large electrode set (with many

dozens of signals) may be too great for a manual pattern matching analysis and thus there is a

need for computers to help manage the information. Already many ECG signals are interpreted

by computers, as noted by Geselowitz (1989)

"It is estimated that in the United States last year some 50 million standard electro-

cardiograms were the subject of computer interpretation."

By employing computers to analyse the signal data, a large amount of additional information

becomes available, as it is possible to interpolate between the electrodes, average signals across

multiple beats, and provide graphical representations of the body surface potential distribution

at any given time.
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(c)
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(m) (n) (o) (p)

Figure 1.2: Recorded body surface potential traces from a normal volunteer. Shown
are 16 out of 256 recordings. The horizontal axis shows time from 0 to
1.4 seconds and the vertical axis shows potential from -1.5 to 0.75mV
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Data is often displayed using a body swface potential map (BSPM), one form of which is shown

in Figure 1.3. A pattern matching approach may then be utilised to match a given BSPM to an

Figure 1.3: A recorded body surface potential map from a normal volunteer. The

left figure (a) shows the potential distribution at the peak of the R wave

with blue indicating a negative potential, white indicating zero potential

and red indicating a positive potential. The right figure (b) shows a body
surface recording from a location over the heart on the front of the torso

illustrating the time at which the potential field is drawn.

underlying cardiac condition. Creating BSPM's and forming a diagnosis through pattem match-

ing is only an intermediate goal in the electrical mapping of cardiac function. The main goal

is known as the inverse problem of electrocardiography which seeks to determine the electrical

state of the heart from the measurements taken at the body surface. This problem is ill-posed

since all of the boundary conditions are known on the body surface but none are known on the

surface of the heart. The inverse problem is discussed firther in Pullan, Paterson & Greensite

(2001), Greensite (1998), Johnston & Gulrajani (1997) and Huiskamp & van Oosterom (1988).

A precursor to the inverse problem is the forward problem ofelectrocardiography. This problem

seeks to determine the body surface potential distribution from a known cardiac source and is

therefore well posed. Many of the clues to solving the inverse problem of electrocardiography

may be found within the forward problem which may be solved repeatedly to identi$r the fea-

tures that influence body surface potentials. By establishing what is important in the creation of

accurate forward solutions, the modelling requirements for the inverse problem become more

accurately defined.

A complete model of cardiac activation would include a detailed model of each cell type within

o)(a)
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the myocardium, combined with a cellular based description of the cardiac microstructure. It
would also include the effects that the mechanical and metabolic processes have on cellular

properties and interactions. To date our knowledge of these factors is incomplete and the com-

puting resources required to make such a model computationally tractable will not be available

in the near future. A detailed model of the human torso is even further off. It is the nature of
modelling to apply simplifications and assumptions to a system, with a view to creating man-

ageable problems that are still representative of the underlying physical situation. The aim of
this thesis is to create a computational framework in which the forward problem of electro-

cardiography may be solved using a cardiac source based on cellular electrical activity. The

framework must also be extensible to allow more advanced cellular electrical, mechanical and

metabolic models to be integrated as they become available.

Einthoven (1903) developed the first mathematical model of cardiac electrical firnction. The

electrical output of the heart was lumped into a heart vector that was projected onto the faces

of an equilateral triangle whose vertices consisted of one leg and two arm electrodes. The

Left Arm

Figure 1.4: A schematic diagram of Einthoven's triangle where the electrodes are at

the vertices and there are three ECG leads between the electrodes. The
blue arrow represents the heart vector in the centre of the triangle.

heart vector was later expressed as a dipole source by Wilson, Macleod & Barker (1933) who

suggested a positive pole could be placed immediately in front of the activation wave with a

negative pole immediately behind the wavefront. A dipole sowce based approach is still of-

ten used today as a simple lumped parameter way of describing the electrical activity of the

heart. Evidence is presented in this thesis, however, that suggests a dipole source representation

may be an inadequate approximation. As early as 1963, experimental observations by Taccardi

(1963) suggested that a multipole instead of single dipole cardiac source may be required to

account for some of the more complex waveforms. Barr, Pilkington, Boineau & Spach (1966)

described the calculation ofbody surface potentials from a given dipolar cardiac source in an ir-

Left Leg



regular torso geometry, based on a boundary integral formulation which is essentially equivalent

to a zeroth-order boundary element method. This was followed by some of the early modelling

investigations into the effects of both the ventricular blood mass and torso inhomogeneities

have on recorded potentials in a concentric spheres system (McFee & Rush 1967), (McFee &

Rush 1968). Here the thickness of a homogeneous muscle layer was adjusted to reflect the

inhomogeneous nature of the skeletal muscle tissue.

Often dipole sources are formulated to reproduce an experimentally recorded activation pattem.

Bradley (1998) uses a single moving dipole source that has been fitted using a least squares

approach in order to reproduce a measured electrocardiogram. Others use a multiple dipole

approach, Miller & Geselowitz (1978) divided the heart into 23 regions, each of which con-

tained a single dipole. These dipole models produce a lumped or integrated representation

of the distributed cardiac activity. Researchers also use dipole soruces to examine the effects

of myocardial anisotropy (Thivierge, Gulrajani & Savard 1997), (Ramon, Wang, Haueisen &

Schimpf 2000), the effects of torso inhomogeneities (Bradley 1998) or a combination of the two

(Schmidt & Pilkington 1991). The formulation of several different types of dipole source model

are given in Gulrajani (1988).

Barr, Ramsey & Spach (1977) adopted a different approach to transfer potentials from the heart

to the body surface. By creating a matrix of transfer coefficients based on the geometry of the

heart torso system, a given set of epicardial potentials could then be transferred to the body

surface through a matrix-vector product instead of a complete solution process. This approach

has also been used more recently by Shahidi, Savard & Nadeau (1994) who used a transfer

coefficient approach with a three dimensional finite element torso model and recorded epicardial

potentials. This approach does require the epicardial potentials to be known.

Another class of cardiac models, termed empirical models, seek to create a stylised representa-

tion of cardiac activation. These models do not attempt to recreate the underlying electrophys-

iology of cardiac tissue, which ultimately limits their applications, but in general they may be

solved quickly because of their simplifications. One such approach is cellular automata mod-

elling where the cardiac domain is discretised into regular elements, each representing a small

tissue unit. These blocks of tissue may be in a finite number of states where rules are set up to

govern the transitions between the states along with rules prescribing the activation time of a

tissue block relative to its neighbours. Cellular automata models have an advantage over other

empirical models in that they can have rules regarding tissue recovery allowing the modelling

of some reentrant phenomena. While these models have been popular in large scale simulations,
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the rule based system can not model any phenomena that change cell properties over the space

of multiple beats, such as the formulation of an infarct. They are also unable to cope with ex-

ternally applied defibrillation shocks. Overviews of the history of cellular automata modelling

may be found in Sands (1996) and Rogers (1993).

A different empirical approach uses a constant wave speed model and is known as the Huygen's

wavefront method. The cardiac region is discretised into a regular arrangement of cells over

which the position of the wavefront is calculated at each time step. The Huygen's wavefront

method uses a governing equation of the form

lVzl : 1 (1.1)

which generates ellipsoidal isochrones. For a given active cell, each inactive neighbouring cell

is considered active after a fixed time interval. Hookings (1988) developed a Huygen's wave-

front framework that incorporates fibre rotations in two and three dimensions, including an

anatomically based ventricular geometry. More recently Adam (1991) employed a Huygen's

wavefront approach over a realistic ventricular domain. A review of this type of model is given

in Plonsey & Barr (1987). The main disadvantage of this approach is that only the upstroke of
the activation wave is modelled so the investigation of reentrant phenomena is not possible. In

addition to this, propagation is restricted to occur in a finite number of directions meaning that

wavefront curvature has no effect on the speed of propagation. Using an eikonal equation to

calculate the position of the wavefront overcomes this problem. Whereas the Huygen's wave-

front method uses a parabolic equation, the eikonal approach uses an elliptic equation and the

wavefront position at all times can therefore be calculated in one step.

The governing eikonal equation has the form

lVzl :1*V2'u (r.2)

where the inclusion of the diffrrsive term allows the wavefront curvature to influence the wave

speed. Applications of the eikonal approach include a simplified three dimensional model of the

left ventricle that was solved using finite elements (Franzone, Guerri, Pennacchio & Taccardi

1998a), (Franzone, Guerri, Pennacchio & Taccardi I998b). Tomlinson (2000) used a finite

element method to solve an eikonal equation over a ventricular geometry. The final model

required only 180 tricubic Hermite elements to describe the wavefront position.

The final class of cardiac models bases the propagation of cardiac action potentials on cellular
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Figure 1.5: Epicardial excitation times (ms) using a transversely isotropic eikonal

model. Reproduced from Tomlinson (2000).

electrical activity. For small preparations of cells it is possible to model the tissue as a discrete,

resistively coupled network, but for large preparations a continuum approach is commonly used

as a discrete approach becomes computationally infeasible. Much of the literature describing

discrete cellular simulations is aimed at quantiffing the effects of the continuum simplifica-

tion. Hogues, Leon & Roberge (1992) model the electric field interactions between two discrete

cylindrical cardiac myocytes using the boundary element method with and without resistive

coupling. Henriquez & Plonsey (1987) used 420 discrete cylindrical elements to model a single

cardiac fibre and observed that under normal conditions the fibre may behave as a syncytium

but discrete effects are observed when there are high junctional resistances. In an effort to com-

bine a continuum approach with discrete processes, Trayanova & Pilkington (1993) introduced

a periodic intracellular conductivity to represent the discontinuities between adjacent myocytes

along a 50 cell one dimensional fibre. This work was then extended to a two dimensional sim-

ulation with 50 myocytes in each direction (Trayanova 1996a) and (Trayanova I996b). These

studies concluded that the discrete contribution to the wavefront propagation on a large scale

is relatively small. Earlier van Capelle & Durrer (1980) created a framework in which 650 ex-

citable elements were resistively coupled in two dimensions. In the same paper they outlined

a two variable cellular electrical model (described in Section 2.7.4). Muller-Borer, Erdman &

Buchanan (1994) also investigated a sheet of cardiac tissue with over 140000 discrete elements.

The cell lengths were randomly adjusted and normally distributed random lateral gap junctions
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were incorporated in an effort to construct a realistic scenario. Here it was again concluded

that at a macroscopic level the conduction appeared continuous but on a smaller scale discrete

effects may be observed.

Numerous authors have adopted a continuum bidomain (or monodomain) framework (one form

of which is described in detail in Section 2.4) to model different aspects of cardiac activa-

tion. Street & Plonsey (1999) used a bidomain framework with a modified FitzHugh-Nagumo

ionic current model to investigate propagation across a region containing connective tissue.

Geselowitz, Smith, Mowrey & Berbari (1991) used a bidomain framework to model propaga-

tion in a thin tissue layer. Cimponeriu, Starmer & Bezerianos (2001) used a finite difference

technique with a monodomain model on a grid of 200 x 200 cells. By adjusting the param-

eters in the Luo-Rudy I cellular model (see Section 2.6.3) they investigated different cardiac

disease states and created theoretical ECGs based on a dipole source within an infinite volume

conductor. A series of papers has also been written describing the activation of a monodomain

model of a simplified left ventricle where the cells use a cellular automata approach (Leon &
Horacek l99la), (Leon & Horacek l99Ib), (Leon & Horacek l99lc). The finite difference

method was again used to calculate diffusion and the extracellular potential fields were cal-

culated though equivalent cardiac dipoles. Other authors (Hren, Nenonen & Horacek 1998),

(Rogers & McCulloch 1994b) have used a bidomain framework to investigate the effects of in-

cluding a fibrous cardiac microstructural model. A large volume of research focuses on using

the bidomain model to investigate the effects of defibrillation shocks (Trayanova & Bray 1997),

(Huang, Eason & Claydon 1999), (Skouibine, Trayanova & Moore 1999). Because of the

amount of computational power required to solve even continuum representations of large tis-

sue volumes, several papers have focused on developing efficient numerical solution techniques,

e.8., (Qu & Garfinkel 1999), (Quan, Evans & Hastings 1998) and (Hasan I Saleheen 1998). Most

bidomain implementations are based around a finite difference solution technique but the finite

element method has also been used (Rogers & McCulloch 1994a). Another body of research

has investigated the stimulation of cardiac tissue from a single cell (Leon & Roberge 1993)

through to the stimulation of a coupled bidomain tissue-blood mass system in three dimensions

(Muzikant & Henriquez 1998), (Latimer & Roth 1998). Summaries of the bidomain framework

are available in Henriquez &Papazoglou (1996), Henriquez (1993) and Plonsey & Barr (1987).

Most torso models utilise some form of boundary element technique to define the torso surface

on which potentials are calculated. An example of this is seen in Stanley, Pilkington & Mor-

row (1986) who used a boundary integral technique. Their framework was later extended to

include a coupled finite element/boundary element model through what was termed the com-
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bination method (Stanley & Pilkington 1989), (Stanley, Pilkington, Morrow & Ideker 1991).

This framework, however, only used low order elements and had very simple coupling between

the methods. Bradley, Pullan & Hunter (1997) used a coupled finite element/boundary element

technique to model a human male torso. High order elements and a general coupling strategy

were used throughout the torso to ensure derivative continuity, and to reduce the number of
elements needed for a converged solution. Kauppinen, Hyttinen, Laarne & Malmivuo (1999)

differed from this standard approach and used a finite difference technique to the evaluate po-

tentials within the torso that result from a simple dipole source. Automatic medical image

segmentation was used to create detailed torso models to specific geometries.

Berenfeld & Abboud (1996) created a cardiac model from 145000 cubes and used a finite dif-

ference technique along with FitzHugh-Nagumo cellular model variations (see Section 2.7.2)

to model cardiac electrical activity. This was later extended to 215000 cubes (Berenfeld &

Jalife 1998) and included the addition of a specialised ventricular conduction system. Body

surface potentials were then generated in a second step by calculating a single dipole source

and evaluating the potentials at appropriate sites in a homogeneous, unbounded torso model.

Three studies investigate the calculation of body surface potentials from cardiac cells using

equivalent cardiac sources and proper bounded torso models. Wei, Okazaki, Harumi, Harasawa

& Hosaka (1995) used approximately 50000 connected elements to model the cardiac geometry

and a cellular automata model is used to activate the cardiac tissue that is categorised into 16

cell types. The myocardium was divided into 27 ventricular and27 atrial regions and equivalent

dipole sources are calculated within each region through the summation of cellular dipoles.

These dipole sources were then used to calculate body surface potentials. Weixue & Ling

( 1996) constructed a 65000 element heart model from computer tomography (CT) images with a

cubic close-packed structure. Again a rule based cellular automata approach was used to model

the cardiac activation. Cellular dipoles were created based on the transmembrane potential

gradient and are summed to create 82 cardiac dipoles. The dipoles were then placed inside a

triangulated torso mesh to generate body surface potentials. Huiskamp (1998) created a model

of the ventricles that is composed of 810546 elements and used a biophysically based membrane

model in a monodomain framework to simulate the spread of excitation. A double layer cardiac

source was then defined on the endocardial and epicardial surfaces assuming an equal anisotropy

ratio, and the boundary element method was used to solve for the torso surface potentials.

While there are some exceptions, much of the cardiac modelling to date has been performed

on idealised geometries and the methods selected would break down should some mechanical
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deformation alter the regular nature of the solution domain. Much of the research also uses

only simplified ionic current models or basic biophysical models and large tissue preparations

tend to use a monodomain rather than a bidomain modelling framework. The use of dipole

sources calculated from potential gradients can generate body surface potentials based on cel-

lular activity but they are an indirect approach and ignore the effects that the passive electrical

torso loads have on cardiac activation. Furthermore, they may not provide a true representation

of the underlying cardiac electrical activity, especially if only a small number of dipoles are

used. In this regard, this research aims to create a complete continuous electrical pathway from

cardiac cellular activify through to the body surface using an integrated modelling approach.

The framework may then be used to investigate the different properties of the forward problem

of electrocardiography such as the importance of using a bidomain model over a monodomain

model or the differences in the solutions obtained with different ionic current models and the

effects of the passive torso load on the cardiac activation. By being able to better quanti$r the

important features that are necessary to generate accurate forward solutions, some insights may

be provided into what will be required when considering the modelling of the inverse problem

of electrocardiography.

Thesis scope

This thesis builds on the work of many previous theses and provides one of the links in an on-

going effort to properly model the forward and inverse problems of electrocardiography. Much

of this work focuses on building a complex modelling framework that can be used to simulate

the forward problem of electrocardiography in a very general manner. Within this framework,

some care has been taken to ensure the modelling components are integrated efficiently and that

the framework is easily extensible. There is much work still to be done, building on this thesis,

before this modelling framework and indeed the coupled approach to the forward problem of
electrocardiography can be validated experimentally and clinically. At the cellular and cardiac

levels in particular, many of the model parameters are not sufficiently defined. Not enough data

exists on the material properties of cardiac tissue and what data there is remains inconsistent.

Human ventricular cell models that can properly reproduce the observed transmural parameter

variations are also not yet available. Experimental validation at this time is therefore impossible

and for this reason, validation is restricted to a rigorous analysis of the model implementation.

At the current stage of development there are several scientific questions that can be addressed.

The main aim of this study is to demonstrate that the widely adopted approach of using a mon-

odomain cardiac model and an equivalent cardiac source to generate potentials on the torso
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surface is inadequate. This is achieved by creating a fully coupled bidomain/torso model and

comparing the results against one of the traditional approaches, thus illustrating the definite dif-

ferences between the calculated body surface potentials. An investigation into the effects the

modelling assumptions have at each of the different spatial scales as is seen through potential

changes on the body surface is also undertaken. This gives an indication of what simplifications

can be made without a loss of accuracy. Finally, the question of to what degree the relocation an

ectopic stimulus site affects the body surface potentials is investigated with a view to the inverse

problem of electrocardiography.

In Chapter 2 full descriptions of the mathematical models used in this thesis are given. Chap-

ter 3 follows with complete derivation and implementation details for the finite element derived

collocation method and its application to the bidomain equations. Chapter 4 describes the nu-

merical methods used in the passive torso and Chapter 5 explains the various techniques that

are used to couple the torso to the myocardium. Extensive tests are performed on all of the nu-

merical techniques in Chapter 6 to ensure the accuracy and stability of the numerical methods.

In Chapter 7 the results of running coupled torso simulations in two and three dimensions are

presented and a discussion on both the results and the solution methodology may be found in

Chapter 8.

GERONTE: "It seems to me you are locating them wrongly: the heart is on the

left and the liver is on the right."

SGANARELLE: "Yes, in the old days that was so, but we have changed all that,

and we now practice medicine by a completely new method."

Jean - Baptiste Poqueli n, (l 622 - | 67 3)



Chapter 2

Mathematical models

The problem of generating a mathematical model of cardiac electrical activity from a cellular

level through to the body surface is complicated by the range of spatial scales involved and the

different modelling requirements present at the different spatial scales. An accurate solution

requires the coupling of models on three different levels. The spatial resolution required to gen-

erate body surface signals from a cardiac source is much larger than the resolution required to

accurately generate that sotuce, and the resolution required to quanti$ a cardiac source is much

larger than the resolution required to model the cellular processes that drive the activation. In

addition to the different problem scales, the solution techniques used at one scale may be inap-

propriate to problems on another scale. In this thesis the bidomain model is used to represent

cardiac tissue, constructed from a continuum representation of cardiac cells. A model of an in-

dividual cardiac cell is placed at each of these continuum cells. These individual cellular models

are in turn constructed using systems of ordinary differential equations to represent subcellular

processes. External to the cardiac region, a generalised Laplace equation is used to model the

passive torso regions. This chapter details the derivation of the mathematical models used in

this thesis, starting from the large spatial scale of the torso model and moving down to the small

scale cellular models.

t5
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2.1 Units

CHAPTER 2, MATHEMATICAL MODELS

One of the main difficulties encountered when modelling cardiac electrical activity is that many

of the models, both cellular and distributed, were originally formulated using different sets of
units. In this thesis all models, whether they were torso, cardiac or cellular, are converted to use

a consistent set of units which are shown in Table 2.1. This is necessary to ensure the different

Parameter Units

Length
Area

Volume
Time

Voltage
Current

Conductivity
Membrane conductance

Tissue conductivity
Current density
Volume current

Charge

Capacitance

Specific capacitance

Concentration
Energy

Temperature

mm
mm2

mm3
MS

mV
pA
mS

mS mm-2
mS mm-l

^-,prA mm -

;^rA mm-3
nC
pF

_t
lrr mm -

nmol mm-3 : mM
pJ
K

Table 2.1: The consistent set of units chosen for all of the models used this thesrs.

ionic current models are incorporated into the bidomain framework in a consistent way and

also to ensure the cardiac model interfaces with the torso model conectly without the need

for any conversion factors. The unit set described here is also designed to be consistent with

the parameters used to model mechanical deformation so properties such as the intracellular

calcium concentration may be transferred directly when investigating coupled electromechanics

problems.

2.2 Modelling torso geometry

This section outlines the components of the three dimensional torso mesh that has been created

from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data (provided by Dr Christopher Johnson and Dr
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Robert Macleod, from the University of Utah). The information presented here is a summary

of the work done by Bradley et al. (1997) and a more detailed description may be found there.

A key element in the generation of this torso mesh is the use of high order cubic Hermite

basis functions (see Section 3.2) which allows the torso geometry to be accurately represented

using only a small number of elements. Data was obtained by digitising ECG gated transverse

MRI slices that are recorded at 5mm intervals. TWo dimensional surfaces are then fitted to the

data from each slice, and the resulting surfaces are assembled into three dimensional space and

refitted. The features selected to form the torso model are the epicardial surface (heart), the left

and right lung surfaces (left lung, right lung), the surface between the skeletal muscle layer and

the torso cavity (muscle), the surface between the subcutaneous fat layer and the skeletal muscle

layer (fat) and the torso skin surface (torso). The coordinate system chosen for the model places

the origin in the vertical centroid of the torso at the level of the xiphoid process of the sternum.

Relative to the torso, the positive n axis is directed from right to left, the y axis from front to

back and the z axis from bottom to top.

Heart

The mesh for the epicardial surface is constructed from 40 bicubic Hermite surface elements us-

ing 37 nodes and the fitting procedure produced an RMS error of 1.09mm. The fitted epicardial

surface mesh is shown in Figure 2.1. This epicardial surface description is later replaced by the

detailed cardiac model that is described in Section 2.3.

t7

Figure 2.1: The fitted epicardial surface from the three dimensional torso model.
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Lungs

Both lung meshes are constructed from 80 bicubic Hermite surface elements requiring 78 nodes

for each lung. The left lung fittiog procedure produced an RMS error of 1.63mm and the right

lung produced an RMS error of 1.46mm. The left and right lung meshes are shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: The left figure (a) shows the left lung surface and the figure on the right
(b) shows the right lung surface from the three dimensional torso model.

Skeletal muscle

The inner surface of the skeletal muscle layer is consfiucted from 254 nodes connected by 264

bicubic Hermite elements. The RMS error from the fitting procedure is 1.69mm and the skeletal

muscle surface is shown in Figure 2.3.

(b)(a)
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Figure 2.3: The fitted inner skeletal muscle surface from the three dimensional torso
model.

Subcutaneous fat

The surface between the skeletal muscle layer and the subcutaneous fat layer is fitted to a mesh

with 264 elements and254 nodes. The RMS error from the fit is 1.80mm and the subcutaneous

fat surface is shown in Fisure 2.4.

Body surface

The outer surface of the torso mesh that represents the surface of the skin is also fitted using

264 elements and 254 nodes. The RMS error of the fitting process was 1.45mm and the torso

surface is shown in Fisure 2.5.

Assembly

The individual fitted surfaces are assembled to form the finished six region torso model. The

epicardial region and the two lung regions are left as surface meshes along with the torso cavity

region which consists of the space inside the skeletal muscle surface but exterior to the lungs

and the epicardium. The skeletal muscle and subcutaneous fat layers are converted to volume

t9
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Figure 2.4: The fitted subcutaneous fat surface from the

model.

CHAPTER 2. MATHEMATICAL MODELS

three dimensional torso

Figure 2.5: The fitted outer torso surface from the three dimensional torso model.
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meshes with elements consisting of eight nodes, and linear interpolation is used to interpolate

in the radial direction between the bicubic Hermite surfaces. As the torso, fat and muscle

surfaces are created from the same number of nodes and elements, the volume elements can be

constructed relatively easily. The finished full torso mesh is shown in Figure 2.6. An isotropic

Figwe 2.6: The finished three dimensional torso model.

torso model is also constructed that consists of only the epicardial and torso surfaces, creating a

two region mesh with only surface elements.

2.2.1 A two dimensional slice

To provide a framework for two dimensional simulations, a slice is taken through the three di-

mensional torso at a level approximately 30mm above the torso origin. The slice uses boundary

elements to represent the epicardial and lung surfaces along with the torso cavity. The skeletal

muscle and subcutaneous fat layers are represented by two dimensional finite elements with cu-

bic Hermite circumferential and linear radial interpolation. A homogeneous slice mesh is also

created from the torso surface and the epicardial surface meshes, giving two boundary element

regions. The full torso slice mesh is shown in Figure 2.7(a) and the simplified slice mesh is

shown in Figure 2.7(b).

2I
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(a)

Figure 2.7: The full two dimensional torso mesh is shown in the left figure (a) and

the homogeneous two dimensional torso mesh is shown in the right fig-
ure (b).

(

\
\

(b)

2.3 Modelling cardiac geometry

The model of cardiac geometry used in this thesis is based on a 60 element finite element ven-

tricular model. The model was originally constructed in a prolate spheroidal coordinate system

by Le Grice, Hunter & Smaill (1997) using data obtained from extensive experimental mea-

surements on canine hearts. This model is an extension of earlier work by Nielsen, Le Grice,

Smaill & Hunter (1991) who constructed a 24 element finite element model, also using data

experimentally obtained from canine hearts. Pictures of the 60 element model are shown in Fig-

ure 2.8. Included in the ventricular model is a detailed description of the myocardial fibre and

sheet structures from Le Grice et al. (1997). The description is based on a coordinate system

consisting of three vectors. The first vector (fibre) lies in the direction of the myocardial fibre.

The second vector (sheet) is defined to be perpendicular to the fibre vector in the plane of the

myocardial sheet and the third vector (cross) is calculated from the cross product of the fibre and

sheet vectors, generating a local orthogonal material coordinate system. The anisotropic electri-

cal properties of the myocardium may then be defined according to this microstructural model

with different electrical conductivity values being assigned in each of the three microstructural

directions. Pictures showing the fibre and sheet structures are given in Figure 2.9.In practice

the microstructure is described by high order finite element fields that are used to represent the

measured data. These fields are then evaluated to generate the local material coordinate axes

where they are required.

To create a cardiac geometry that can be placed inside the three dimensional torso model, the

apical elements are removed from the 60 element heart mesh to prevent numerical problems
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(a) Epicardium (b) LV endocardium

(c) RV endocardium (d) Top view

Figure 2.8: The three dimensional prolate heart mesh. The top left figure shows the

epicardium in a front view. The top right figure shows the left ventric-
ular endocardium and the bottom left figure shows the right ventricular
endocardium. The boffom right figure shows a view looking down on

the heart.

23
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(a)

Figure 2.9: The fibrous microstructure of the heart mesh. The left figure (a) shows

fibre angles for the outer ring of finite elements where the green fibres
are on the epicardium and the blue fibres are on the red surface. The
right figure (b) shows the orientation of the sheets drawn on a plane

through the heart model.

o)
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arising within the collapsed finite elements. The remainder of the elements are then refitted to

create an almost identical heart in rectangular Cartesian coordinates. An iterative linear fitting

procedure is used to refit the bicubic Hermite surfaces of the epicardium and endocardium. Lin-

ear interpolation is then used in the transmural direction to recreate a volume mesh. Following

the fitting procedure, the average RMS difference between the prolate and rectangular Cartesian

meshes is less than 0.15mm. The finished rectangular Cartesian heart mesh is shown in Fig-

ure 2.10. As the fibre field and derivatives are defined with respect to the local coordinate system

Figure 2.10: Three dimensional heart in rectangular Cartesian coordinates.

in the prolate spheroidal heart mesh, by keeping the local element directions, node numbering

and nodal positions consistent between the two meshes, adding the cardiac microstructure in-

formation is trivial. The new heart is then scaled up by 1.3 times in each direction before being

aligned with the boundary element epicardium inside the three dimensional torso mesh.

The spatial scale that is required to accurately solve for the electrical activity within the heart

limits the range of simulations that are currently feasible in three dimensions. Because of this, a

detailed cardiac slice model is constructed that can be placed within the two dimensional torso

slice. The two dimensional cardiac model is created by extracting a horizontal slice through

the origin of the 60 element three dimensional prolate spheroidal heart mesh. A cross section

of the fibre field from the three dimensional prolate spheroidal heart mesh is included to add

an anatomically based microstructure field to the two dimensional heart slice that is shown

in Figure 2.1 1. The heart slice is converted to a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system and

scaled up by 1.3 times in each direction before being placed into the torso slice using the fitted

epicardial surface from an MRI image as a guide. Fischer, Tilg, Modre, Huiskamp, Fetzer,

25
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Figure 2.11: Fibre field distribution on the two dimensional cross section of the
heart. Note that while some of the fibres appear to lie almost per-
pendicular to the surfaces, these vectors in fact lie mostly out of the
plane of the slice.

Rucker & Wach (2000) found that it was necessary to enlarge the canine heart model by 1.2

times to make it an appropriate size for their male torso. After the heart slice is embedded into

the torso slice, several of the elements are refined circumferentially to generate more uniformly

sized elements (shown in Figure 2.I2). This increases the number of elements used to describe

the heart cross section from 20 to 28. Two boundary element regions are created inside the left

and right ventricular cavities from the finite element nodes and one further boundary element

region is created between the epicardial and ventricular surfaces. The number assigned to each

region is shown inTable2.2.

Region number Description

1

2

3

4

5

6
7
I

Boundary element torso cavity
Boundary element left venficle

Boundary element right ventricle
Boundary element heart

Boundary element left lung
Boundary element right lung

Finite element skeletal muscle and

subcutaneous fat layers
Finite element heart

/.lt

!trt

Table 2.2: TWo dimensional torso slice region numbers.
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The skeletal muscle and subcutaneous fat layers are assembled into a single region and element

dependent conductivity tensors are used to account for the differences in material properties.

Figure 2.12: The full torso slice mesh with the scaled and translated heart slice
placed inside.

Many of the fibre vectors lie out of the plane of the heart cross section. In some places, par-

ticularly on the endocardium, the muscle fibres run almost perpendicular to the slice making

the determination of the correct two dimensional fibre angle difficult. In these cases the cross

fibre conductivity is more appropriate for both of the conductivity tensor values in two dimen-

sions. Figure2.l3 shows the fibre vectors in three dimensions drawn on four elements of the

left ventricular free wall that are taken from the two dimensional heart slice, demonstrating the

fibre vectors lying out of the plane of the slice to varying degrees. A nodally based field is then

Figure 2.13: Three dimensional fibres on four elements of the left ventricular free

wall from the two dimensional heart slice.

defined to represent the distribution of how much of the fibre direction lay in the plane of the

slice. The fibre direction is calculated in three dimensions as a unit vector in rectangular Carte-

sian coordinates. The components in the plane of the slice are then summed vectorially to find

the amount of the vector that lies in plane and this amount is subtracted from the total vector

27
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magnitude to find the component that lies out of plane. The conductivities in the fibre direction

are adjusted according to

o f(zo) : (o y6q' inplane) -l (o"eD' ou,tplane) (2.r)

where o IOD) is the along fibre conductivity and o.6111 is the cross fibre conductivity (which is

not altered by these calculations). If the fibre vector at a given point lies wholly in the plane

then the conductivity in the fibre direction is equal to the original fibre conductivity but if the

fibre lies completely perpendicular to the heart slice then the fibre and cross fibre conductivities

are the same.

2.4 The bidomain model

Even with the current increases in computational power, it remains infeasible to solve for cardiac

electrical activity discretely at a cellular level for all but small preparations of cells. In order to

investigate the electrical properties of larger sections of cardiac tissue, a continuum approach

may be adopted that averages the electrical properties over a length scale greater than that of a

single cell. The continuum approach implemented here is known as the bidomain model and

was first proposed by Schmitt (1969) before being formulated mathematically by Tung (1978).

It has become popular with researchers since its initial formulation and is now used widely

to model cardiac electrical activify e.9., Henriquez, Trayanova & Plonsey (1990), Muzikant

& Henriquez (1998) and Huang et al. (1999). The bidomain framework defines a model of
cardiac tissue that consists of two interpenetrating domains representing cardiac cells and the

space surounding them. The intracellular domain (subscript f) represents the regions inside

the cells and the extracellular domain (subscript e) represents the space between the cells. A
third region may be included in a bidomain framework that is called an extramyocardial region

and is given the subscript o. Where the intracellular and extracellular domains are considered

to occupy the same physical space, any extramyocardial regions are defined to be in unique

but adjacent physical spaces. The extramyocardial region may be used to model a fluid bath to

imitate experimental conditions or to model the torso as is the case in this thesis. While under

normal conditions the extramyocardial region draws current from the cardiac region, this flow

may be reversed when a defibrillation shock is applied.

The intracellular space is defined to have a potential field d; and a conductivity tensor o; while

the extracellular space is defined to have a potential field d" and a conductivity tensor a". The
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Ertracellular

Torso current

I ntracellular

Ertramyocardial
do, oo

Figure 2.14: Aschematic of the bidomain model. In the intracellular space there is a

potential $; and conductivity tensor a;. In the extracellular space there
is a potential S" and conductivity tensor o". I^ is a transmembrane
cturent that flows across the cell membrane. In the extramyocardial
region there is a potential $o and conductivity tensor ao. Current may
flow only from the extracellular domain to the surrounding medium.

derivation of the bidomain equations that are used for this thesis is based around the derivation

of Henriquez (1993). Some researchers adopt a slightly different terminology to describe the

regions that are used in a bidomain framework. What is termed here as the extramyocardial

region is called the extracellular region by Henriquez et al. (1990) and the extracellular region

is called an interstitial region. The following section describes the derivation of the bidomain

model that is used to model cardiac activation in this thesis.

2.4.1 Bidomainequationderivation

The bidomain equations may be derived in several ways depending on what dependent variables

are required. The derivation performed here yields two equations, the first of which is a Poisson

equation for the extracellular potential. This equation is solved to calculate the extracellular po-

tential field that results from a given transmembrane potential distribution. The second equation

is a reaction diffrrsion equation in terms of the transmembrane potential where the sum of ionic

currents from the continuum cells provide the nonlinear reaction term. An alternative derivation

yields equations for the intracellular and extracellular potentials but this formulation has the

29
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disadvantage that it cannot interface directly with the ionic ctrrent models as they are based

on transmembrane potentials. The starting definition of the bidomain equations is the defini-

tion of the potential difference across the cell membrane which is known as the transmembrane

potential and given the symbol V^, i.e.,

V^: 6; - d" (2.2)

A schematic diagram of a bidomain system is shown in Figure 2.14 where it is assumed that

the only current flow between the extracellular and extramyocardial space occurs through the

boundary conditions imposed on the domains. From Ohm's law

r:*t (2.3)

Here E is the electric field strength, J is a current density and R is a resistivity. Electric fields

result from potential gradients so E - -Vd is substituted into Equation (2.3). With o : IlR,
Equation (2.3) can then be written for each of the two domains as

In an isolated case, any current that leaves one domain must cross the cell membrane and flow

into the other domain. This requires the change in ctrrent density in each of the domains to be

equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. The change in current density in each domain must

also be equal to the current flow across the membrane.

-V'J,; - V' J",: A^I^ (2.6)

Here A^ is defined to be the surface to volume ratio of the cell membrane and I^ is the

transmembrane cuffent density per unit area. By combining Equations (2.4) and (2.5) with

Equation (2.6), two equations are generated that represent the conservation of current densities,

namely

Jr: - oiVd;.

J":-o"Y6.

V '(o;Y$;):A^I*
Y'(o"Y$") :-A^I^

(2.4)

(2.s)

(2.7)

(2.8)

This implies that

V .(o;Vd) - -V .(o.Y6") (2.e)
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Subtracting V . (o;Y$") from both sides yields

V '(otVd) - V'(o;Vd): -V '(o"V$") - V '(orYd.)

Using Equation (2.2),Eqtation (2.10) can then be rewritten as

(2. r 0)

V . (o;VI ,") : -V . ((oo + o")VA") (2.rr)

This equation is referred to as the first of the two bidomain equations and is used to solve for the

extracellular potential given a transmembrane potential distribution. The current flow across the

membrane, I^may be described by a time dependent capacitive current and an ionic current

31

where C* is amembrane capacitance per unit area (Peebles & Giuma 1991) and l;on is the sum

of all ionic currents. The models used to represent the ionic current component are presented in

Sections 2.6 and2.7. Combining Equations (2.7) and(2.12) generates the following equation

h: c^* t Inn

Y .(oflg;) - A*("-* *,-,)

Y .(oNdr)- V . (o;V O) +Y .(o;Vd") : A^ ( 
"^%t 

+ 1"..)
\"- at ' "on )

Using Equation (2.2),Eqtation (2.I4) can then be expressed as

v . (o;vv*) + v . (o,Yd) - A^ (r-* * r*,)

V' (("0 * o.)Y$") - - v' (o;YV*) + I't

Y .(oNrk) + V ' (o;Yd,) :.t- (c^ff + L,^) - t,,

(2.r2)

(2.r4)

(2.r6)

(2.r7)

(2.r3)

In order to convert Equation (2.I3) to have I/* as a dependent variable on the left hand side of
the equation,Y . (o;Y $") is added and then subtracted giving

(2.rs)

Equation (2.15) is known as the second of the bidomain equations and is used to calculate the

transmembrane potential at each time step. It is possible for an external stimulus current to be

applied to either domain which allows the two bidomain equations to be written as
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The extracellular domain is sometimes assumed to be highly conducting or the domains are

assumed to be equally anisoftopic in an effort to reduce the bidomain equations to a single

equation, hence reducing the amount of computational effort required to solve the problem.

The simplified equation is known as the monodomain equation and can be written as

(2.18)

where the transmembrane potential is equal to the intracellular potential (as the gradient of the

extracellular potential field is effectively zero with this approximation). The conductivity values

in both the monodomain and bidomain equations are represented at each point in space by a

tensor containing conductivities in the fibre, sheet and cross sheet directions allowing spatially

varying fully orthotropic conductivities to be modelled.

2.4.2 Boundaryconditions

There have been some differences in the literature as to the boundary conditions that should be

applied to the bidomain model (Krassowska & Neu 1994). The boundary conditions used here

are the original boundary conditions specified by Tung (1978) and confirmed by Krassowska &
Neu (1994). It is assumed that there is no current flow between the intracellular and extramy-

ocardial domains so the boundary condition applied to the domain boundaries on intracellular

space is written as

(",YQ) .n :0 (2.re)

where rz is a unit vector outwardly normal to the myocardial surface. The h parameter is not

explicitly represented in the formulation of the bidomain equations so the boundary condition

is reformulated (using Equation (2.2)) interms of a boundary condition onV*.

(o;Vl *) . r?, : - (oaV q") . n (2.20)

The boundary conditions on the extracellular domain are set up as a curent balance between

the domain and the surrounding extramyocardial regions

v .(oYV,.) -- A* ("^* + L.,) - r,

(o"Vd).n:-(o"Y$.).n (2.2r)
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The negative sign is used to account for the direction of current flow as both sides of the equation

use outward normal vectors. The boundary exffacellular potentials are also required to match

the boundary extramyocardi al potent ials, i. e.,

6.: $o (2.22)

In the event that an extramyocardial region is not present, boundary conditions may be applied

directly to the extracellular domain to represent the physical problem. To this end, any com-

bination of flux and potential boundary conditions may be applied to the domain boundary

providing at least one potential boundary condition is imposed as this is a prerequisite for ob-

taining a unique solution. For cases where the anisotropic conductivity ratios (o tlo") are equal

in each of the microstructural directions, an analytic extracellular potential boundary condition

that is equal to

JJ

6.r
t vll

tle 
- --------l-- vm

O;y t oey
(2.23)

may be applied (from Henriquez (1993)) as in these cases the extracellular potential is just a

scaled version of the transmembrane potential. A boundary condition of this nature can be

useful when validating a bidomain implementation. Here o;y is the intracellular conductivity in

the fibre direction and. o,r is the extracellular conductiviW in the fibre direction.

In a monodomain formulation there is no connection between the intracellular domain and any

surrounding media, so the following boundary condition is imposed to prevent current flow out

of the myocardial domain.

(oVV*) 'n':0 (2.24)

2.5 The torso model

As is the case for all electrical and magnetic fields, the governing equations for the problem of

calculating the potential distribution within the torso are Maxwell's equations. These equations

may be simplified (Plonsey 1969) by what is termed the quasi-staric assumption. For the range

of frequencies over which bioelectric signals are generated, the capacitive, inductive and propa-

gation effects of the body may be ignored leaving the torso to be modelled as a passive volume

conductor.
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The electric field strength, E may be expressed as the gradient of a scalar potential field, $o, i.e.,

E: -Y6o (2.2s)

The total current may be expressed as the sum of the conduction current, oE, and any source

currents. Thus J, the total current, is given by

J:Ji*oE (2.26)

where o is the tissue conductivity and J; is the sum of any source currents. Because the passive

torso does not store charge, the net current flow into and out ofa region is zero, hence

V.J:V.(Jt*oE) :9 (2.27)

This may be written as

Y .(oY$") - -V .Jt: I, (2.28)

Equation (2.28) is a generalised Poisson equation. As there are no sources outside the heart

surfaces, the right hand side of Equation (2.28) may be set to zero leaving a generalised Laplace

equation as the governing equation for the passive torso regions.

V.(oVl,) :6 (2.2e)

In general each torso region will have a different conductivity tensor which is either isotropic or

anisotropic depending on the physical properties of the tissue being modelled.

2.5.1 Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions applied to the torso mesh are dependent on the medium surrounding

the region of interest. Outside the torso surface the air is assumed to have a zero conductivity

meaning no current can flow from the torso. This is set up as a zero normal flux boundary

condition, which is written mathematically as

(o"Yd)'n :0 (2.30)
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where n is now a unit vector outwardly normal to the torso surface. In practice the implemen-

tation of this boundary condition creates some difficulties. The nature of these difficulties and

the method used to overcome them is explained in Section 2.5.2. The torso surface is the only

place where boundary conditions that derive from the physical problem are applied. For region

boundaries inside the torso, such as the lungs surfaces which are surounded by the torso cavity,

boundary conditions known as interface conditions are applied. These conditions are the result

of discretising the torso into different regions and therefore are not boundary conditions in the

physical problem. Across the internal boundaries continuity of both ctrrent and potential is

maintained. If two regions p and q are adjacent, the fwo imposed interface conditions are

Qn:Qn

(orYd) .np: - (toY$r) 'no (2.3r)

where no and rlq are unit outward normals from the regions p and q respectively. The boundary

conditions between coupled extracellular and the extramyocardial regions may also be thought

of as interface conditions.

2.5.2 Salu consistencv

The application of zero flux boundary conditions to the air boundaries of the torso generates

solutions that may only be determined to within an arbihary additive constant. Computationally

this causes singular matrix systems. To overcome this problem a zero reference potential is set at

some point on the torso surface. However, this leads to an overdetermined system of equations

since there is now one more equation than there are unknowns. An overdetermined matrix

system may be solved using a least squares approach to minimise the error in each equation,

or by the consistency criterion proposed by Salu (1980). Computationally the method of Salu

appears to be less expensive than a least squares approach so it has been adopted here for these

types of problems. Consider a general system of .Af equations with N unknowns

46: b (2.32)

35

DAoi|i: uo

j=1

which can be written as

i : 1,.., N (2.33)
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The addition of the reference potential has the effect of removingthe $ value at the reference

point from the vector of unknowns. For this derivation it is assumed that the first variable /1 has

been set to zero but in practice it may be any of the solution variables. The system of equations

from Equation (2.33) is then

N

T,4,,d, : b; i : 1, ..,1f (2.34)
'L"zlvlj=2

which is a system of ,A/ equations and l/ - 1 unknowns. There can only be one unique solution

to Equation (2.34) where the A matrix has a rank of l/ - 1, and therefore there are N non-trivial

constants, denoted by )0, such that the rows of A satis$

N

\-),.4,":0 j:2,..rN (2.35)
ft"z"'zt

Equation (2.33) then implies that

N

I)'b':o (2'36)
i=1

In practice Equation (2.36) may not hold due to numerical errors but the fact that the potential

may only be found up to an additive constant can be used to correct the solution. Using a

constant, a, Equation (2.36) can be generalised to

which implies that

N

D Aoi6t : b; * a i : 1, ", ly' (2'38)
j=2

Let $j (j : 2,.., l/) be a solution of the -A/ - 1 equations

N

Dro(b;*a):o

N
\-, t*) .AuQi:0t 2:2,..,N

-JJ

;-t

(2.37)

(2.3e)
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and' 61j (j : 2..., .n/) be a solution of the l/ - 1 equations

N
f.- , ,l

LAu6j:t i:2,",N (2'40)
j:2

If /, is a solution to the .A/ - 1 equations

N
f.a

)- A,i6i : br * a i -- 2, ", N (2'41)
j=2

then a consistent solution is given by

Qt:o
6i : 6j + "6'i i :2,..,l[ (2'42)

Substituting Equation (2.42) into the first row of Equation (2.38) gives

N

D^,t(01+*d'):ht a (2'43)
j-2

which may be rearranged to give alpha as

) .AtiQj - ot

JI

; -')cl: 
-

(2.44)
. \- . ,lr - L ariQj

j-2

Because of the quasi-static nature of the problem, in practice the 6) vector is calculated before

the first solution using Equation (2.40) and is stored. The rr parameter is calculated after each

time step and the solution is corrected according to Equation (2.42).

2.6 Biophysical models of cardiac myocytes

In a bidomain context, the aim of a biophysically based cardiac cell model is to represent the

electrical activity of a cell by accurately modelling subcellular features such as specialised com-

partments and ion transfers through channels, pumps and exchangers. The models are usually
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formulated by fitting equations to experimentally obtained data. The resulting models represent

what is believed to be happening in a single cell and may be placed as a continuum cell into the

bidomain framework.

The first model of cellular electrical activity was created by Hodgkin and Huxley (Hodgkin &
Huxley 1952). The model is based on mathematical representations of different ions flowing

across a cell membrane, driven by concentration gradients. In order to describe the time and

voltage dependence of an ion channel, Hodgkin and Huxley proposed a model that uses gating

variables. The general form of this model is

I,:9i.r.(V^-E") (2.4s)

where 1, is the current flow through the ion channel, gr, is the maximum conductance of the

channel and E* is the reversal potential for the channel which may be calculated using Equa-

tion (2.100). The r parameter is a gating variable whose time dependence is expressed as

dr
a : a,(V^) '(1 - r) - 0"(V^)'r (2.46)

J--La
(2.47)

where

dn

dt TT

tx: 
-

d,s 
-

a, (\,^) + p" (V*)
a"(V^)

a* (\,^) + p, (V^)

Here r"o represents the steady state behaviour of the gate. The a, (V^) and 0, (V^) coeffi-

cients are known as rate constants and are voltage dependent. The rate constants are usually

represented by an empirical formula or a set of piecewise empirical formulae. Using this model

of an activation channel, the gate is fully open when r : L allowing maximum current flow

and fully closed when r : 0 prohibiting any ion transfer. Ion channels often require multiple

gates to properly represent the activation and inactivation processes. The action potential from

a single cell is generated using the formula

dV* :
dt

- (I;on * I,)
c^ (2.48)
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where I;on is the sum of all the individual ionic currents, 1, is an extemally applied stimulus

current and C* is the specific capacitance of the cell membrane. This general form is still used

for ion channels in the most complex models around today. The original Hodgkin-Huxley model

is based upon three individual ionic currents and was developed using data gathered from giant

squid axons. The simplest of the biophysically based ionic current models used in this thesis

is the Beeler-Reuter model which uses four currents to represent cellular activity. The model

chosen to represent the current state of cellular modelling is the Noble 98 model which has 27

ionic currents and three subcellular spaces. One of the main problems that is associated with

these cell models is that in general, each model is published using a different set of units. Before

any of the proceeding cardiac cellular models can be integrated into the distributed modelling

framework, all of the models must be reformulated in terms of the consistent set of units given in

Table 2.1. For this reason, the complete, reformulated models are given for each of the cellular

models used in this thesis.

2.6.1 The Beeler-Reuter model

The model developed by Beeler and Reuter (Beeler & Reuter 1977) is specifically a model

of mammalian ventricular myocardial cells. The published model is based on ionic current

densities across a membrane area of 1cm2 so it is necessary to convert the units of the ionic

currents and the calcium ion concentration to the standard set shown in Table 2.1. Four ionic

currents are used to describe the model. They are a fast inward sodium current I1yo, drr outward

time independent potassium current Int, d time dependent outward current based mainly on

potassium ions 1.r, and a slow inward current 1" that is mainly due to the transfer of calcium

ions.

0 50 100 r50 200 25L,,,00 ,ro 400 450 500

Figure 2.15: Action potential trace from the Beeler-Reuter ionic current model.
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The ionic current model is written as

CHAPTER 2. MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Iior: Iwo* Irct * 16 + I, (2.4e)

The [,'o current is responsible for the fast upstroke of the action potential and 1, is responsible

for the duration of the plateau phase. The two potassium currents, I y1 and Ia1 dta responsible

for the repolarisation of the cell. The action potential generated by the Beeler-Reuter model is

shown in Figure 2.15.

Fast inward sodium current

The fast inward sodium crurent, I,n,o, is controlled by three gating variables that follow the

standard Hodgkin-Huxley formulation. The m gate is the activation gate and the h gate is the

inactivation gate. In addition to this there is a slow inactivation gate j. The magnitude of 11,.o is

defined to be

INo: (g*-m3 .h. i +gN"c) . (l'^ - E*o) (2.50)

where E1,,o is the sodium reversal potential which is set at 50mV and.q6,'o is the fully activated

sodium conductance of 4 x 10-2mS mm-2. ly"c is the steady state sodium conductance and

is set to be 3 x 10-5mS mm-2. The time dependence of the gating variables is defined to be

dm

i :o^' (r - ^) - o^'m
dh

d:on'(1 -h) -0n'h
dJ

t:o''(1 -j) -oi'j
where the rate constants are given by

- (v^ + 47)a- :oo 
1-a1 6z- a 44; - 1

0,n :40 exp (-0.056 (\'^ + 72))

an :0.726exp (-0.25 (l'* + 77))

(2.s1)

(2.s2)

(2.s3)

(2.s4)

(2.ss)

(2.s6)

(2.s7)
L.7n_

lJh - exp (-0.082 (V^ + 22.5)) + 1
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I.0
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0.0
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4I

o; :0.055 [ exp (-0 2-5 (I/- + 78)) I 1z.sa;*r "'"-- 
L"*p (-0.2 (V* + 78)) + 1l

o,:ffi Qss)

The fast inward sodium current and the gating variables are shown in Figure 2.16.

0.00

-0.50

O
-1.00

-1.50

Timc (ms)

(a)

Tihc (G)

(b)

Figure 2.16: The left figure (a) shows the fast inward sodium current over time and

the right figure (b) shows the m, h and j gate variables over time from
the Beeler-Reuter model.

Time independent outward potassium current

The magnitude of the time independent outward potassium current, 161 is given by

| 4 (exp (0.04 (y- + 85)) - 1) 1_ 0.2 (v," + 23) _ lI K't : U.0035 i ,
lexp(0.08 (v*+ 53)) +exp(0.04(v- + 53)) ' 1- exp (-0.04 (v^+23))l

(2.60)

and the temporal trace of the current is shown in Figure 2.17.

m
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Figrrre 2.I7:T\e time independent outward potassium crurent from the Beeler-
Reuter model.

Time dependent outward potassium current

The time dependent outward potassium current is controlled by a single Hodgkin-Huley tlpe
gating variable, 11.

rxt:8x 10-B .", . l*o 
(o;9T.'r,* Tl)"Jl tr.utlL .*p (0.04(v* + 35)) I

where the time dependence of rr is defined to be

dxr
# : a,r ' (1 - rt) - ln'h Q'62)

The rate constants are calculated from

anr:bx 10-a I exl (o'osl= g- + lo)) . I tr.url
lexp (0.057 (V*+ 50) + 1)Jt e*p (-0.06 (Y* +?0))_f 

fr.uo>ga:r.3 x L0-s 
f..pftnafsoa (y_ + r)+ l)i

The magnitude of the current and state of the gating variable over time are shown in Figure 2.18.
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Figure 2. I 8: The left figure (a) shows the time dependent outward potassium current
over time and the right figure (b) shows the 11 gating variable over time
from the Beeler-Reuter model.

Slow inward current

The slow inward ctrrent is based mainly around the uptake of calcium ions into the cell. This

current features an activation gate d and an inactivation gate f, and is represented by

I,: Q.,. d. f - (\'^ - E,) (2.6s)

where fr is the fully activated channel conductance which is set to be 9 x 10-amS mm-2. The

reversal potential for the current depends on the concentration of calcium ions present in the

cell.

E, : -82.3 - 13.0287In (0.001[c"t*]o) (2.66)

The time dependence of the intracellular calcium concentration is governed by

dlCa2+1, : -0.011" + 0.07 (r x ro-a - [cu'*]o) Q.67)
dt

and the concentration over time is shown in Figure 2.19.
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Figure 2.I9: The intracellular calcium
model.
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ion concentration from the Beeler-Reuter

The two gating variables are calculated using

dd

*:oo'(1 -il-Aa'd
df
h:o'' (1 - f) - or f

and the values of the rate constants are found from

(2.68)

(2.6e)

(2.70)

(2.7r)

(2.72)

(2.73)

aa:ooe5tffi]
oa:o.oTtffil
ar:0.0721ffi]
ri:ooo65tffi]

The magnitude of the current and the state of the gating variables over time are shown in Fig-

we2.20,

The initial values of the gating variables are calculated from the initial transmembrane potential

where the initial value for a gate i is given by

(2.74)
ar -t 0t

The values of the other parameters used in the Beeler-Reuter model whose values have not yet

been specified are given in Table 2.3.
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Figrrre 2.20:1\e left figure (a) shows the slow inward current over time and the

right figure (b) shows the d and / gating variables over time from the

Beeler-Reuter model.

Parameter Value Units

v*
[c"'*],

c^

-84.0
1 x 10-a

0.01

nmol mm-3
pF mm-2

Vm

Table 2.3: The initial parameter values used in the Beeler-Reuter model
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2.6.2 The defibrillation Beeler-Reuter model

The original Beeler-Reuter model was modified by Drouhard & Roberge (1987) to improve the

fast sodium current kinetics. This model was then further modified by Skouibine et al. (1999)

to handle potentials outside the range of normal physiological activity, allowing the model to be

used in defibrillation studies. The action potential for the defibrillation Beeler-Reuter model is

shown in Figure 2.21.

Figure 2.21: Action potential
rent model.
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Timc (ms)

trace from the defibrillation Beeler-Reuter ionic cur-

Fast inward sodium current

The steady state sodium conductance,gioc of the standard Beeler-Reuter model is removed

along with the slow inactivation gating variable .i, leaving the following equation for the fast

inward sodium current.

INo -- gr,to. m3 . h. (l,r* - Ex") (2.7s)

where .81,'o is set to 40mV, a smaller value than that which is used in the standard Beeler-Reuter

model, and fl;o is set to 0.15mS mm-2 which is nearly four times larger than in the original

model. The gating variables are also altered to cope with the large potentials encountered during

defibrillation.
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dtn:

aPm-

(Yh:

0n:

(nrl v**nz'as 
f

) "'" lt - exp (-0.22V^ - e.3830)l\ l- exp (0.0486479V," - 4.86479L6)

Iaoo.o+azano L

I r.nZzexp (-0.08 5V^ - 3.37875) if \/^ > -85mV

l if v* < -8bmv
[ 1 + exp (0.2597504V^ + 22.0787804)

/0.r.*o (-0.193y- - 15.37245) if I/^> -90mV

\-rz.oooz845 - 0.r422bg8v^ if v* < -90mv

[ 1.7

[ 1 + exp (-O.OOSU^ - L9^ for all v-',
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if V^ < 100mV

if U^ > 100mV

(2.76)

The fast inward sodium current and the gating variables are shown inFigtre 2.22.
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Figure 2.22: The left figure (a) shows the fast inward sodium current over time and

the right figure (b) shows the m, and h gating variables over time from
the defibrillation Beeler-Reuter model.

Time independent outward potassium current

The formula for the time independent outward potassium current of the defibrillation Beeler-

Reuter model is the same as for the standard Beeler-Reuter model. The time course of the

m
h-
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cwrent is altered as it is dependent on the transmembrane potential and the resulting trace is

shown in Figure 2.23
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Figure 2.23: The time independent outward potassium current from the defibrilla-
tion Beeler-Reuter model.

Time dependent outward potassium current

While the governing equations for the time dependent outward potassium cunent are unchanged,

the gating variables are modified to become

( | exp(0.083v-+4.150)-l tfv^1400mv
-Jo'ooo5Lffi*tldtt : 

1 ,rr.rnnlunr'[, , =:il 
(9:o6u^9tbu- -'g:ttttn1ll= .,.l ,rr,- > 400mvevav!' 

lt + t .5179947 exp (0.0654679V*- 26.r87144s)] 
LL 'm

0,r : {o.oo,3 [ .9"p (-o'oqv- - t'zo) 
- 

.| 
,* atv^r^ t- "--- L"*p (-0.04V* - 0.80) + Il 

e.77)

The size of the cttrent and state of the gating variable over time are shown inFigure 2.24.
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Figure 2.24: The left figure (a) shows the time dependent outward potassium current

over time and the right figtre (b) shows the r 1 gating variable over time
from the defibrillation Beeler-Reuter model.

Slow inward current

A minor change is made to the intracellular calcium ion tracking to limit the movement of
calcium ions at large potentials.

(
dlc?2+l; _ I -0.01/" + 0.07 (1 x 10-a - [c"'*],) if v^ < 200mv 

Q.78)dt [o if v^ > 2oomv

The time course of the inhacellular calcium ion concentration is shown in Figure 2.25.
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Figure 2.25: The intracellular calcium ion concentration from the defibrillation
Beeler-Reuter model.
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In addition to these changes, a scale factor can be added to the time dependent d and / gates

to allow the scaling of the action potential duration (Leon, Roberge & Vinet 1994). This is

done to enable a better representation of an action potential from ischemic tissue. The modified

equations are

dd a4 t1

dtR\-
df :ot . (.,
dt R. \-

- d) - 0a'd

-f)-0r'f

200 250 300

Timc (ms)

(b)

(2.7e)

(2.80)

where -R is typically in the range of 1 to 8. In all simulations R is set to be 1 unless otherwise

stated. The slow inward current and associated gating variables are shown inFigare 2.26.
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Figure 2.26: The left figure (a) shows the slow inward current over time and the
right figure (b) shows the d and f gate variables over time from the
defibrillation Beeler-Reuter model.

2.6.3 The Luo-Rudy I model

The Luo-Rudy model (Luo & Rudy 1991) builds on the Beeler-Reuter model, adjusting the

parameters to reproduce more recent experimental results and adding further currents to more

accurately represent the potassium ion dynamics. In this model six individual currents are used

to describe the cellular processes, f.e.,

fion: Ir,ro * I"i * Iy t lxt * Ix'o * Iu (2.81)
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Three of these currents may be grouped

potassium current.

to give an expression for the total time independent

Ixr: Ixt I Ixo* Iu (2.82)

A plot of I y7 is shown later in Figure 2.32. In addition to these ionic currents the intracellular

calcium ion concentration is tracked according to the calcium uptake by the slow inward current,

1";. The action potential produced by the Luo-Rudy model is shown inFigwe 2.27 .
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Figure 2.27: Action potential trace from the Luo-Rudy I ionic current model.

Fast inward sodium current

The general form of the fast inward sodium current is the same as the original Beeler-Reuter

model with the omission of the steady state sodium conductance parameter.

INo :gwo. m3 . h. .j - (\r,, - En") (2.83)

Here m is the activation gate, h is the fast inactivation gate and j is the slow inactivation gate.

The time dependent behaviour of these gates is identical to the Beeler-Reuter model (Equa-

tions (2.51)-(2.53) but with reformulated rate constants. .qr,,'o is the maximum sodium conduc-

tance and.E1,,o is the reversal potential of the channel as calculated from the Nernst potential for

sodium ions using Equation (2.100).
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The a and B gating parameters are given by

0.32(U^ + 47.r3)
am - 1 - exp(-0.7(V* + 47.13))

0* : 0.08exp(-V*177)

I o if v* > -4omvAn: \
[0.135exp[(-80.0 -V^)16.8) if V^ < -40mV
(+ ifv^)-4omv

A^ : I 0'13(l rexpf-(v--10'66)/1 l'll)

Ia.f0exp(0.079ll-) + a.t x 105 exp(0.35V*) if V* < -40mV

I o if v^ > -4omvof : 
\ -1 .2714x1o3 exp(o.2444vm)-g.474x1o-5 exp(-o.o43gtvn) (V
\ l*exp(0.3r1(V- +7s.2D u rn -F 37 '78) if V^ < -40mV

^ 
_ Iffi:##?##B irv*> -4omv

o#?tT*#mi?kln irv^ < -4omv
(2.84)

The fast inward sodium current and the three gating variables are shown in Figure 2.28.
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Figure 2.28: The left figure (a) shows the fast inward sodium current over time and

the right figure (b) shows the m, h and j gate variables over time from
the Luo-Rudy I model.
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Slow inward current

The slow inward current is defined by the same formula as the .I" current from the Beeler-Reuter

model, namely

Ist:7i.d..f.(V^-E"t)

The reversal potential is adjusted to be

(2.8s)

E,i : 7.7 - 13.0287In ([Ca2+ ]r) (2.86)

and the formulation of the rate constants, a4,p4,ay and 131is unchanged. The current trace over

time along with traces from the two gates are shown Figwe 2.29.
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Figure 2.29: The left figure (a) shows the slow inward current over time and the
right figure (b) shows the d and f gate variables over time from the

Luo-Rudv I model.

Time dependent potassium current

The time dependent potassium current is controlled by an activation gate, r, and an inactivation

gate, X;..i'6 is given by
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f

Ix:7x.r.Xt.(V*-Ex) (2.87)
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where the maximum potassium conductance is calculated from

9x: sx \/WfiA (2.88)

in order to accommodate the more recently observed increase in the maximum channel con-

ductance with increases in the extracellular potassium concentration. The reversal potential is

calculated from

(2.8e)

where PRyox is a dimensionless permeability ratio. The rate constants for the r gate are

defined to be the same as in the Beeler-Reuter model where the gate is referenced as the q gate.

This model introduces a new inactivation gate, X;, that does not follow the standard Hodgftin-

Huxley form, and that is given by

Ex:ffn(ffi1

[t.o if v* < -loomv
xt : 

1 z.agz,==t*p(0,04 
(Ir + 7,11) - 1-.. 

otherwise
t 
- -- (v* + 77) exp (0.04 (v* + 35))

(2.e0)

The temporal traces of the time dependent potassium current along with the r gating variable

are shown in Figure 2.30.
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Figure 2.30: The left figure (a) shows the time dependent outward current over time
and the right figure (b) shows the r gate over time from the Luo-Rudy
I model.
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Time independent potassium current

While present in the Beeler-Reuter model, the time independent potassium current is formulated

differently along with the addition of two further potassium based time independent currents,

Iyo ffid 16. The time independent potassium current 161 is modelled using one gating variable

with a time constant small enough that it may be approximated by a steady state formulation,

namely

Ixt : !lx: - Ktn. (V^ - Ext) Q.9t)

The reversal potential is the Nernst potential for potassium ions and is found from Equa-

tion (2.100). The maximum channel conductance is calculated using

9xt : 9xt (2.e2)

(with a similar dependence on [K+]" to-gx) and the steady gating parameter, K1"o is given by

))

r. aKt
A.rrf CO - ^. xt * Pxt

(2.e3)

(2.94)

Ext - 594.31)l

where the rate constants are

7.02

1 * exp [0.2385 (l'^ - Ercr - 59.215)]

0.4gl24exp [0.08032 (V^ - Ext * 5.476)] * exp [0.06175 (V* -

aKr:

a_IJKI - 1 * exp [-O.StaS (|',^ - Ext I 4.753)]

(2.es)

A plot of the time independent potassium current is shown in Figure 2.31.

Plateau potassium current

The reversal potential for the plateau potassium current in the Luo-Rudy I model is the same as

the reversal potential of the time independent potassium current, i.e.,

D _f,.LKp - LIil (2.e6)
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and the ionic curent is given by
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IKp :gKp. Kp . (V^ - Exp)

0.025

0.020

0.015

I o.oro
U

0.005

0.000

-0.005

(2.e7)

where

4:ffi (2'e8)

A plot of the plateau potassium current is shown in Figne 2.31.
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Figure 2.31: The left figure (a) shows the time independent outward current over
time and the right figrre (b) shows the plateau current over time for the
Luo-Rudv I model.

Background current

The magnitude of the background potassium current is given by

Iu :7t . (V* + 59.97)

and a plot of the background current over time is shown in Figrre 2.32.

(2.ee)
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Figure 2.32: The left figure (a) shows the background current over time and the right
figwe (b) shows the total time independentpotassium current overtime
from the Luo-Rudv I model.

Model parameters

The set of model parameters in consistent units that are used with the Luo-Rudy I model are

given in this section. The initial value of the transmembrane potential is -84.5mV and the

initial values of the gating variables, that are also time dependent, are shown in Table 2.4.

The other time dependent quantity is the intracellular calcium concentration (all of the other

Gate I Initial value

m 11.67 x10-
h lg.ggxlo-t
j | 1.0

d lz.gsxlo-3
f | 1.0

r lo.ozxlo-s

Table 2.4: Initial sate values for the Luo-Rudv I model

concentrations are constant over time). The intracellular and extracellular ion concentrations

for the three ions included in the model are shown in Table 2.5 where all of the concentrations

are given in nmol mm-3 : mM. Whereas in the Beeler-Reuter model the reversal potential

of each channel is directly set, in this model the reversal potentials are calculated from the ion

concentrations.
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Ion I Initial value

Ca'*], 11.78x10-
lCa2+1" I t.S

[K*]o lt.+sxrO2
[K*]" | 5.4

[N"*]n | 1.8x10'
N"*]" I t.+xt02

Table 2.5: Initial ion concentrations for the Luo-Rudv I model

The reversal potential of a particular ion r is defined by its Nernst potential to be

(2.r00)

where ,R is the gas constant, 7 is temperature, F is Faraday's constant, z" is the valence of
ion r and [*]",[*], are the extracellular and intracellular concentrations of ion r respectively.

The maximum conductance values are shown in Table 2.6 where all conductances are given in

mS mm-2. It should be noted that the maximum conductances for !y and. gxt are calculated

'':(#) '"1*

Parameter VaIue

gN"

i;
9x
I t<t

m
0i

2.3 x 10-'
9.0 x 10-a

2.82 x I0-3
6.047 x 10-3
1.83 x 10-a

3.921 x 10-a

Table 2.6: Conductance values for the Luo-Rudv I model

elsewhere in the model using these values as parameters. The values for the other parameters

from the model are shown in Table 2.7 where C^ is the membrane capacitance.

Parameter I Value Units

C* | 1.0 x 10-2 | pF mm-
R 8.314472 x 103 | pJ nmol-r K-1
T | 3.txto2 | N
F 9.648534 x 10a I nC nmol-r

PRnox I t.asax10-2 ldimensionless

Table 2.7: The parameter values used in the Luo-Rudy I model
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2.6.4 The Noble 98 model

The Noble 98 model (Noble, Varghese, Kohl & Noble 1998) was developed at the University

Laboratory of Physiology in Oxford and is based on measurements from guinea pig ventricu-

lar cells. A collaboration between the research groups at The University of Auckland and the

University Laboratory of Physiology in Oxford has lead to an implementation of the Noble 98

model inside the CMISS modelling package that has a set of units consistent with the imple-

mentation of the bidomain diffirsion model. One of the features of the Noble 98 model is that

it has been designed with the ability to incorporate other processes such as cellular mechanics,

metabolism, pH dependence, and drug receptor interactions. This model is also designed to be

solved rapidly allowing it to be used in large scale tissue simulations. The Noble 98 model is

made up of 27 individual currents

Iior:IKr * ItoI Irit * Ixrz|- Ixr* In',,r' -l- Ia,x * Ix,srp]- Iri,scn

*h,'r, * Ia,xo]- Ip,xol Icot,,x I Icor,,.r'o* Icot,,co* Icot,,rins * Icot,,xons

*lcot,,cons I lt,co* Ixox I INoco * Ir,rncons I IK,"tr"t"hl INo.,stretch.

-flca.stretch* INs.stretch.* IAtt.stretch (2'101)

and a brief description of the currents are given in Tables (2.8)-(2.12).

Current I Description

I r,-r I Time independent potassium current
Irn I Transient outward potassium current
Ir,-rt I Time dependent rapid potassium current, fast component
I r,-,2 | Time dependent rapid potassium current, slow component
I r; " I Time dependent slow potassium current

I x.wo I Sodium dependent potassium current
In,x I Background potassium current

I x.srp I Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) dependent potassium current
I n.,sch I Acetylcholine (ACh) dependent potassium current

Table 2.8: Potassium based currents from the Noble 98 model.

Current I Description

Ixn I Fast sodium current
Ir,.xo I Background sodium current
I,,.No I Persistent sodium current

59

Table 2.9: Sodium based currents from the Noble 98 model.
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Table 2.10: Calcium based currents from the Noble 98 model.

Current I Description

I yox I Cunent from the sodium-potassium pump

I Noco I Cunent from the sodium-calcium exchanger
into the cvtosol

I Nocoos I Cturent from the sodium-calcium exchanger
into the diadic space

Table 2.1 1: Pump and exchanger based currents from the Noble 98 model.

Cuftent Description

I K,stretch
f Na,stretch

ICa,stretch

f N s,stretch
f An,stretch

Stretch activated potassium current
Stretch activated sodium current
Stretch activated calcium current
Non-specific stretch activated curent
Stretch activated anion based current

Current Description

Icor,x

Icot,,No

Icot,co

ICoL,KDS

IcoL,NoDS

Icot,,coos

In.an.

Potassium crurent through the L-type calcium channel
into the cytosol
Sodium curent through the L-type calcium channel
into the cytosol
Calcium ctrrent through the L-type calcium channel
into the cytosol
Potassium current through the L-type calcium channel
into the diadic space

Sodium current through the L-type calcium channel
into the diadic space

Calcium current through the L-type calcium channel
into the diadic space

Background calcium current

Table 2.12: Stretch activated currents from the Noble 98 model.
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The model includes subspaces within the cell to track calcium movements on a subcellular

spatial scale. One of these subspaces represents the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), which is

divided into fwo pieces, the network SR (NSR) or uptake SR and the junctional SR (JSR) or

release SR. The model also includes a diadic space (DS) that lies befween the sarcolemma

and the sarcoplasmic reticulum to aid in the modelling of the calcium induced calcium release

mechanism. Five fluxes are used to describe the current flows within the cell, into, out of, and

between the subspaces. These fluxes are shown in Table 2.13.

Flux I Description

.J tr

.7 u,p

.l Ieak

Co'*lr translocation from the NSR to the JSR

Co'-]n uptake by the NSR from the cytosol
Ca2-lr leakage from the JSR

j,"t I Calcium induced calcium release from the JSR to the cytosol
ja""o, | [Co''], decay from the diadic s

Table 2.13: Subcellular fluxes in the Noble 98 model.

The intracellular concentrations of the major ions which contribute to the currents and fluxes

from each region are also tracked as a series of first order differential equations. The time

dependent ions are shown in Table 2.14. The action potential generated from a single cell using

Ion Description

[K*]t
[Na-];
Ico'-]t

[Ca2+]n.s

lCa2r ]ru'sn

[Ca2-].rsn
lCa2+lcar,u
lCa2+lrnor
lco'*1r",

Potar

Sodi
Calc
Calc
Calc
Calc
Calc
Calc
Calc

;sium ion concentration in the cytosol

um ion concentration in the cytosol
ium ion concentration in the cytosol
ium ion concentration in the diadic space

ium ion concentration in the NSR
ium ion concentration in the JSR

ium bound to calmodulin in the cy'tosol

ium bound to troponin in the cytosol
ium bound to calcium indicators

Table 2.14: Time dependent ion concentration in the Noble 98 model.

the Noble 98 model is shown in Figure 2.33 and the full set of equations and parameters that

represent the model are given in Appendix A. It should be noted that the published initial

conditions for this model are not consistent with a steady state solution. After several cardiac

cycles the action potential duration decreases from that which is shown here, and then provides

a better match to the action potential durations generated by other guinea pig ventricular cell

models (Luo & Rudv 1994).

6l
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Figure 2.33: An action potential kace from the Noble 98 ionic current model.
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2.7 Simplified models of cardiac myocytes

Often it is not necessary to model the ionic ctrrents of a cell with the accluacy and complexity

inherent in the biophysically based models. With a view to investigating phenomena on a larger

spatial and temporal scale, several ionic current models have been developed that do not seek to

model subcellular processes but only to provide an action potential at a minimal computational

cost. The simplest of these models is a polynomial model that uses just one variable.

2.7.L The polynomial model

A model that is commonly used to describe the cellular activation processes is the polynomial

model developed by Hunter, McNaughton & Noble (1975) (shown in Equation (2.103)). As

there is only a single variable, the model is very fast to calculate and therefore may be used

on large geometries. The polynomial model tracks cellular depolarisation but does not attempt

to model repolarisation, making it unsuitable for modelling reentrant phenomena. The lowest

order polynomial model is known as the cubic model and is defined by

(2.r02)

where all potentials are expressed as deviations from a resting potential V,.V* is the transmem-

brane potential,Vll, is the threshold potential, l/, is the plateau potential and g is the membrane

conductance. Typical values for these parameters are given in Table 2.I5. h is possible to gen-

erate an analytic solution for the conduction velocity that results when using the cubic model on

ri.,: nlr^('-*) ('- ?)]
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Parameter I Units I Value

l/, | -\' l-85.0
Vtn I m\' l-75.0
Vp | -\' l-15.0g I mS mm-2 | o.oo+

C* | ,uF mm-2 | o.ot

Table 2.15: Typical parameters for the cubic ionic current model

a one dimensional fibre. This is a particularly useful tool when testing the bidomain implemen-

tation (see Section 6.7.I). The cubic model can be extended to use a higher order polynomial

(sth,7th etc.) using the following formula to generate different depolarisation profiles

| / fP)")('-f9)")l (2r03)Iio,: s lr;(t - \rlrl / \- \lpz / J

where n is a positive integer. The activation profile generated by the cubic ionic current model

is shown in Figure 2.34. All of the polynomial models have roots at V,, V6 and I/o causing
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Tim. (ds)

Figure 2.34: Potential hace from a single cell using the cubic ionic current model

any stimulus under Vnto return to rest and any supra-threshold stimulus to move to the plateau

potential L/0.

2.7.2 The FitzHugh-Nagumo model

The FitzHugh-Nagumo model (FitzHugh 1961), (Nagumo, Animoto & Yoshizawa 1962) is

based on the cubic excitation model but also includes a recovery variable so both depolarisation

and repolarisation can be modelled. The form of the model used here is adapted from Rogers &

63

t
:
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McCulloch (L99 a) where the potential values are normalised to lie between zero and one. The

normalised fransmembrane potential is denoted by u and is calculated by

V^-V
(2.r04)vr-v

where V, is the plateau potential andV, is the resting potential. The threshold potential, V11, is

normalised in the same wav.

Vn-V, (2.10s)vr-v
A cubic polynomial is used to describe the course of excitation

Iio, : qu, (u - a) (" - l) + c2u (2.106)

where c1 is an excitation rate constant, c2 is an excitation decay constant, and the a parameter

represents the normalised threshold potential value. The variable z is a dimensionless time

dependent recovery variable and is calculated from the equation

ft --u(u- d,.u) (2.r07)

where b is a recovery rate constant and d is a recovery decay constant. The parameter values

that are used in the FitzHugh-Nagumo model have been adapted to maintain unit consistency

and are shown in Table 2.16.

Parameter Units Value

V
Vn
ve
C1

C2

b

d
c*

mV
mV
mV

^-tpAmm -

^-t/rA mm -
_l

lnS

dimensionless
-t/rr mm -

-85
-75
15

0.175
0.03

0.011
0.55

0.01

Table 2.16: Typical parameters for the FitzHugh-Nagumo ionic current model

Traces of both the action potential and the recovery variable for the FitzHugh-Nagumo model

over time are shown in Figure 2.35.
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Figure 2.35: Traces from a single cell using the FitzHugh-Nagumo ionic current
model. The left figure (a) shows the generated action potential and the
right figure (b) shows the recovery variable.

2.7.3 The modified FitzHugh-Nagumo model

Rogers & McCulloch(|994a) also implement some modifications to the previous model that are

designed to generate a more realistic action potential by increasing the velocity of the upstroke

and removing the large hyperpolarisation at the end of the recovery phase. The equation for the

ionic current is altered by multiplying the c2 term by the normalised potential, i.e.,

Iion : c1u, (u' - a) (tt, - 7) + c2ttu (2.108)

The model parameters are also updated and are shown in Table 2.I7. The resulting action

potential and recovery variable traces are shown in Figure 2.36.

Parameterl Units lValue

c1 | lrA mm-' | 0.26

c2 | l,A mm-2 I 0.1

b I ms-r lo.otg
d ldimensionlessl0.8

Table 2.I7: Adjusted parameters for the modified FitzHugh-Nagumo ionic current
model.
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Figure 2.36: Traces from a single cell using the modified FitzHugh-Nagumo ionic
current model. The left figure (a) shows the generated action potential
and the right figure (b) shows the recovery variable.

2,7,4 The van Capelle-Durrer model

The model created by van Capelle & Durrer (1980) follows the same general form as the

FitzHugh-Nagumo model with a single activation variable and a single recovery variable and

includes the ability to add more complex parameter representations. The ionic current from the

van Capelle-Durrer model is defined to be

rion : -Y' il (\'^) - (1 - Y)' io(l'^) (2. l 0e)

where io (\'^) and ir (V^) are voltage dependent currents and l' is a dimensionless excitability

parameter that is defined to be

_ )r) (2.1 10)

The 7 parameter is a time constant that may be used to easily scale the duration of the action

potential and Y- (V-) is a dimensionless voltage dependent variable that is the steady state

value of the Y parameter.

200.0 400.0 500.0 800.0 1000.0

Timc (ms)

# --f,tn*,t ^)



In this implementation of the model the l'"o (V-) is defined using a piecewise firnction, i.e.,

(

| 
0 if V^ < -80mV

Y*(v*): { r ifv^> -6omV (2.111)
I

[ (tl" + 80) l2o otherwise

Another piecewise function is also used to represent i, (V,").

(
I 

o.o5 + o.oo5 (l; + 70) if v^ < -7omv
il (v^): 

J 
o.oo + 0.0042bv^ if l,- > omv Q.ll2)

Io.os + o.o1 (Y- +70) l7o otherwise

The io (V,,) variable is not represented directly, instead it is defined by is (V,") : it (\r,") -t

f (\'*) where f (\'*) is defined by the piecewise function

(

| 
0.0784 + 0.02 (V^ + z+.9) if V* < -74.3mV

f (v^): { -o.oss4 + 0.012i (h + 27.s) if v,, > -27.8mY (2.113)
I

lorV|+ byV]+ crv- + dr otherwise

where

al :3'837854 x 10-5

br:5'84649 x 10-3

ct:0'2531834

dt:2'356256

In this model io (V^), h (V^) and f (V^) all have units of pA mm-2. The parameters used

in the model are given in Table 2.18 and haces of both the action potential and the recovery

variable Y are shown in Figure 2.37.

2.7. SIMPLIFIED MODELS OF CARDIAC MYOCYTES

Parameter I Units lValue
V*(initial)l *\' l-78.6
Y (initial) | dimensionless | 0.07

Tl-.-tlso
c* 1^rF mm-2 | o.ot

Table 2.18: Typical parameters for the van Capelle-Durrer ionic current model
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Figure 2.37:Traces from a single cell using the van Capelle-Durrer ionic crrrent
model. The left figure (a) shows the generated action potential and the
right figure (b) shows the recovery variable.

Summary

This chapter has described the mathematical models used to model problems on many different

scales from the torso to the myocardium and then on to the myocardial cells and subcellular

processes with the aim of tracking cardiac elecfrical activity across all of the levels. The next

step is to use a variety of numerical techniques to translate these mathematical models into

forms in which they may be evaluated and may interact. This process is the focus of Chapter 3,

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.



Chapter 3

The collocation method

The details of the derivation and implementation of a finite element based collocation method

that is used to solve the bidomain equations (Section 2.4.1) are described here. The two coupled

partial differential equations that make up the bidomain framework may only be solved exactly

under a very limited range of conditions. In order to generate solutions over realistic domains

the equations must be solved numerically, dividing the solution domain into smaller, more man-

ageable subdomains over which the equations can be integrated. There are several possible

numerical techniques that can be used to solve the bidomain equations including the boundary

element method, the finite element method and the finite difference method. Each of these meth-

ods has its own advantages and disadvantages. The boundary element method is unsuitable for

modelling cardiac activation because of the anisotropic nature of the myocardium and the pres-

ence of local ionic processes within the domain. The finite difference method is the most widely

used approach when solving the bidomain equations (or the monodomain equation), (e.9., Quan

et al. ( I 998) and Hasan I Saleheen ( I 998)). One of the main advantages of a finite difference

approach is that a fine mesh on the small scale needed to track the activation wavefronts may

be constructed relatively cheaply in terms of computational resources. The solution domain is

divided into a mesh of discrete points and the parlial derivatives in the governing equations are

expressed in terms of gradients between the finite difference points. A standard finite difference

technique may become unfavourable when the solution domain is irregular or deforming as the

mesh may be unable to accurately represent the domain. The finite element method can more

readily handle inegular domains and mesh deformation but the evaluation of the finite element

integrals are in general more computationally expensive than a finite difference approach on a

given mesh. It is most likelv that this is the main reason that the finite element method has not
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been more widely used to solve the bidomain equations. The finite element based collocation

method described here is designed to incorporate the strengths of the finite element and finite

difference methods while not inheriting their weaknesses. The result is a collocation technique

for solving the bidomain equations that can be used over multiple coordinate systems, irregular

domains and deforming meshes without the need to evaluate expensive finite element integrals.

Before the details of how the collocation method is used to solve the bidomain equations are

given, it is necessary to give an overview of basis functions and how they are used to represent

quantities.

3.L Notation

In this thesis, vector and tensor quantities are often depicted using index notation and Einstein's

summation convention. If an index appears exactly twice in an expression there is an implied

summation over a range usually eluded to by the context of the expression. A common case is a

summation over all of the present coordinate directions. No index may appear more than twice

in an expression or it is substituted for another index as the character used in the index notation

is arbitrary. For two vectors in three dimensions , n : (fr.t, r.2, rs) and y : ('A0) ,r(z) .y(s)) the

product c . y would be written as

t)

..i \-_._t .. /r\ /o\ ,Z)
XiJl' : ) r;U' : ItlJ| t I rryvt * rill'"ZJ

(3. 1)

Here the brackets on the superscripts are used when a numeral is displayed to clari$r that it is the

ith vector component and not y to the ith power. For further information about index notation

see Kikuchi (1986) or Tyldesley (1975).

3.2 Basis functions and interpolation

The domain over which a solution is to be calculated must be divided into smaller elements

where the governing equations can be numerically evaluated. Each element vertex is represented

by a node that may be shared between elements. An element of the solution domain can then

be defined by a list of vertices or nodes. The nodes that define a particular element are referred

to as local element nodes. The interior of the solution domain may be discretised into volume
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or finite elements but if the domain is isohopic the domain boundary may be discretised into

surface or boundary elements. The number of local element directions in a volume mesh is the

same as the number of global coordinates, and in a surface mesh there is usually one fewer local

than there are global coordinates. A normalised space is defined within each of the elements

that is of unit length in each of the local element directions (referred to as { space). In this

local element space the local element directions are orthogonal. The list of nodes that define

an element are ordered firstly in the increasing {r direction followed by the increasing {2 and

{3 directions where applicable. Figure 3.1 shows a two dimensional example of the mapping

from global space to normalised local element space where the node ordering that describes the

element is (a, b, c, d). Basis functions are used to interpolate nodally based quantities across an

/---_\

r01€r
Figure 3.1 : Global space mapped to a normalised local element space.

element using the regular properties of the local element space. The ability to calculate a global

field based value at a given location in { space is fundamental to the numerical methods that

are employed here. Only the Lagrange and Hermite families of basis functions are used in this

thesis.

3.2.1 Linear Lagrange basis functions

The simplest of the Lagrange family of basis functions are the linear Lagrange basis functions.

In one dimension they are used to provide a linear interpolation between the two nodal values

of an element. The two basis functions are defined to be

7l

tz

v' ({) :l-{
Vz (€) :{ (3.2)
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and are drawn in local element space
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in Figure 3.2. The subscript is used to denote the lo-

10
Figure 3.2: Linear Lagrange basis functions in one dimension.

cal element node number where the basis function is based. For all Lagrange basis functions

interpolating over an element with n local nodes, there are n basis functions defined (one for

each local node). The order of the polynomial interpolation in a given local element direction is

equal to one fewer than the number of local element nodes defined in that direction. The basis

functions have the property that they are equal to one at the local node at which they are based

and zero at all other local element nodes while the sum of all of the basis functions at any point

within the element is equal to one. A nodally based quantity u may be interpolated over an

element as

z ({) :v" (€) u"

:Vr (0 r(t) + v2 (€)u(2)

: (1 - {)z(tl + (€)u(2)

where ,(t) 15 the value of the quantity at local node 1 and uQ) is the value at local node 2.

The linear Lagrange basis functions can be extended to higher dimensions by taking the tensor

product of the one dimensional basis functions. In two dimensions a square element is formed

in local element space with four local nodes and consequently four basis functions.

V' (€', {z) :Vr (€') v' ({r) : (1 - {t) (t - €r)

V, (€r, €z) :vz ({t)vt (€z) :(' (t - €r)

Vs ({',62) :Vr (€t) v, (6r) : (1 - 6') {,
V+ ({', €z):Vz (€r)v, ({r) :{'€,

(3.3)

vr ({) vz ({)

(3.4)
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These are known as bilinear basis functions and the value of a variable u at aposition ({t, (z) is

given by

u ({r 
' 
€z) :V", ({r , t ) u"

:Vr (6r , {r) ,(t) + Vz (€r , €r) ,t(') + i[: ({r , €r) uG) * Va ({r, €) uvt (3.5)

In three dimensions a cube is formed in local element space with eight local nodes and eight

basis functions. These trilinear basis functions are formed by taking the tensor product of the

bilinear basis firnctions and linear basis functions defined in {3.

3.2.2 Quadratic Lagrange basis functions

Lagrange basis fi.rnctions can also be used to form higher order interpolations. By adding an-

other local element node at { : 0.5, a quadratic interpolation scheme is created. Three local

nodes are now used to define each element in one dimension and so there are three one dimen-

sional basis functions

vr (() :2 (€ - 0.5) ({ - 1)

vr(€) ---4€({-1)
vs ({) :2€(t - 0.5) (3.6)

These basis functions are drawn in Figure 3.3. The interpolation of some variable u over an

element is given by

IJ

u ({) :v" (€) ""
:Vr (€),rr(t) + V, ({) ,,,(') + V, (€)r(')

:2(€ -0 5) (€ - 1) z(t) - 4{ ({ - 7)u@ + 2€(€ - 0.5) u(3) (3.7)

where y(1), y(2) and z(3) are the values at the first, second and third local element nodes respec-

tively (as is shown in Figure 3.4).

As with linear Lagrange basis firnctions, quadraticLagrange basis functions can be extended to

multiple dimensions through the use of tensor products. In two dimensions 9 (: 3 x 3) local

nodes are used to define each element as is demonstrated in Fieure 3.5.
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0.5 1

(b) vz (1) - -4.c (1- r)

u (3)

node 2 norle 3

Node 1 is located at

(a) vr ({) = 2 (€ - 0.5) (( - 1)

(c) vs ({) = 2€ (€ - 0'5)

Figure 3.3: The one dimensional quadratic basis functions.

tu,l) uQ)

norl,e I

Figure 3.4: Three local nodes per element in one dimension.

{ : 0, node 2 at{ : 0.5 andnode 3 at{ : 1

^
u(e)

v,r{t) \') Jttl
Figure 3.5: A biquadratic element requires nine local nodes per element.
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The interpolated value of u at a point ({t , (z) is then given by

u(&'€z):];,tl; 
'?,[r,r,,(,) + vz (€r) v, ({,) ue) +vs (€r) v, (€,),(,)

-vr ({,)vz ({z) ,,,(a) + vz ((,)v, ((r) u(5) + vg (€r)v, (€r)r(u)

+Vr (€r)Vs (€z) u0) + Vz ({')vr ({r)r(t) + lre ({')V, (€r)r(n) (3.8)

In three dimensions there are 27 (: 3 x 3 x 3) local nodes per element and the interpolation of

zis

u(&,t2,(s) : iF" ({t,{r, €z)u"

: Vr (€r) v' (€r)vr (€e)u(1) + Vz ({r) v' (€r) vr (€e) uQ) + Vs ((,) vt (€z) V, ({r)r(')

* Vr ({r)v, (€z)vr (€s) ,$) + Vz ((,)V, (€r)!P' (€a)u(u)+ vr ({r)![z (€z)Vr ({r)r(u)

+ ![r ((r) vr (4r)vt (€r) uQ) + vz (€r) vs ((z)iU' ({e)t (t) + ve (€')![s ({z) V' ({r)r(n)

+ Vr (€r)Vt ({z)vz (6s)u(r0) + Vz (€r)Vr (€r) Vz ({s)z(") + Vs (€r)Vr ({r){r2 (€3)u(12)

+ iUr ((r)V, (€z) V, ({r)u(13) + Vz ({,)lrz (€z) i[, (€s)u(14) + V, (€t) Vz (€r){/2 ({3)u(15)

+ vr (€r)ve (€z) V, (€r)u(16) + vz (€')vs ({z) i[, (€r) ',r(t7) + V, (€')Va (€z)!Ir2 ({3)u(18)

+ Vr ((r)Vr ({r) Va (6s)z(le) + Vz (€r)Vr (62) Va (€g) ,t(20) + Vr (€')Vr (6r)!Ir3 ({3)z(21)

+ Vr (€r) V, (€z)Va (€s) u(") + Vz (6')v' (€r)v' (€r) ,r(23) + Ve (€')v, ({r)!Ir3 (€3)u(24)

+ Vr (€r)Vr (€r)V' (6s) uQs) + Vz (€')Vs (€z) Vs ({r) ,'(26) + Vs (€') V, (€r)\[3 (€3)u(27)

(3.e)

These quadratic basis functions are of particular importance to the solving of the bidomain

equations over a collocation mesh as these basis functions are used to approximate the partial

derivative terms (as is shown in Section 3.4.4). By adding additional local element nodes in a

given direction, the order of the interpolation may be further increased to form cubic or higher

order Lagrange basis functions.

3.2.3 Cubic Hermite basis functions

The Lagrange family of basis functions guarantee that the value of the interpolated variable is

continuous across all element boundaries. This is known as C0 continuity. It is often useful to

also have the first derivative of the interpolated variable continuous between elements as this

ensures there are no discontinuous gradient changes at the element boundaries. The cubic Her-

t)
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mite basis functions are the lowest order basis functions in the Hermite basis function family

and require two local nodes to define an element in one dimension. These basis functions pro-

vide first derivative or Cr continuitv. The formulae and illustrations of the four one dimensional

Figure 3.6: Cubic Hermite basis functions.

cubic Hermite basis functions are shown in Figure 3.6. The subscript index denotes the local

node number of the basis function and the superscript index denotes the derivative order. In

this case two basis functions are defined at each of the two local nodes. V?, Vl are defined at

the first local node and V!,Vl are defined at the second local node. When used to interpolate a

variable ?, over an element, the interpolation formula is

,u ({) : v? (€),,(r) + vl (€) T -vg (€) uQ) + vLg;T (3.10)

where 
o1t" ,. the derivative of z with respect to € at the first local node una 

dl!l-' 
is thedt. d€

derivative of ar with respect to { at the second local node. This formulation guarantees Cl

continuity in local element space but not in global space as in general the derivative f will be
d€

different in each element. Having Cr continuity in global space is more useful in practice and

it is therefore necessary to convert the local element based derivatives into physical derivatives.

v?(€) -1-zq2+zq3

v3 ({) : €'(3 - 2{)

vl (€) : €2(€ - 1)
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This is achieved through the use of element based scaling factors, S"

(3.1l)

where n is a local element node and e is an element. A geometric variable may then be interpo-

lated as

,t^(t) s*Q)
r (€) : v? (€)z(') + vl ({) '"i; t" + v3 ({) r,(') + v; ({) Y!-se Q.n)

In general there are a variety of options from which the element scaling factors may be chosen,

and these influence the way { changes with the arc length direction s. For the one dimensional

case. the element scale factors are chosen so

I

qe- flla*@llu,-lll a€ ll*
0

(3.13)

with the condition that

(3. l4)

This is known as average arc length scaling. Because ry is calculated using S" and S" is

3* (r\
calculated from #, it is necessary to use an iterative root finding technique to calculate the

dt
element scaling factbrs. If the condition in Equation (3.14) is not imposed, { space does not

change uniformly with the global direction s and this can cause numerical difficulties. Further

details on the calculation of the scale factors may be found in Bradley (1998).

The cubic Hermite basis functions may be extended to multiple dimensions with the addition of
cross derivative terms. The interpolation formula in two dimensions is expressed in terms of z,
0u 0u , 02u

,A, Utrand ffiover 
an element with four local nodes'

77
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u(€r,€z): ir,? (€,)v? (gr) uo) + v3 (€,)v! (6r;zt2)

+ v? ({,)v3 (€r)r(',) + v3 ({,)v! (62)uta)

+ vl ({,) v? (6,) (#)"' * *l (€,) v? (€,) (#)"'
+ vl (€,) vB (e,) (#)"' * *; (€,) vB (€,) (#)"'
+ v? ({,)vl (e,) (H"'* *B (€,)vl (€,) (#)"' (3'15)

+ v? ({,)v} (€,) (#,)"' * *B ({,) vl (€,) (#)"'
+vl (€,)vl ({,) (ffi)"'**;(€,)vl o,r(ffi)t
+ vl (1,) vl (6,) (#)"' * *; (€,) vl o,, (#)'

3.2.4 Mixed basis functions

There is no requirement that the basis functions used to interpolate a quantity over an element

must be the same in each local element direction. When the interpolation in each direction

is formulated using different basis functions, the term mixed basis functions is used. An ele-

ment may have three local nodes in the {1 direction but only two in the fz direction creating a

quadratic-linear interpolation scheme. It is often useful to combine cubic Hermite and linear

Lagrange interpolation. For example, when describing an annulus in rectangular Cartesian co-

ordinates a smooth mesh can be created using a small number of elements with cubic Hermite

interpolation in the circumferential direction through the use of the derivatives. There may be

no need to have derivatives for the radial interpolation if the radial direction has no curvature.

In this case linear basis functions may be used radially, creating a cubic Hermite-linear scheme

with onlv a circumferential derivative and no radial or cross derivative terms.
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3.3 Domain Metrics

The domain metrics described in this section provide the minimum background necessary to

solve the bidomain equations. A more complete background may be found in Flugge (1972) or

Tyldesley (1975). The interpolation over a finite element in { space may be written generally as

,n(€;):V"(t)rT (3. r 6)

where k represents the global coordinate directions, z represents the local element coordinate

directions and n represents the local element nodes. This description is independent of the un-

derlying global coordinate system, the basis functions used, the number of coordinate directions

and the number of local element nodes. One of the fundamental goals of the finite element de-

rived collocation method is to preserve this generality by embedding the collocation mesh in

local element space and using domain metrics to map the solution back to global space. This

section explains the calculation of the domain metrics used for this mapping while retaining the

generality inherent in Equation (3.16).

Base vectors

TWo sets of base vectors may be used to locally describe the coordinate system in which a point

lies. They are called covariant and contravariant base vectors. The set ofcovariant base vectors

are defined to be

79

orr .
9t: *zte

and the set ofcontravariant base vectors are defined bv

gJ ' gi: dti

where the d/ is the Kronecker delta. This is defined to be

lt iri: i
\o ir i + i

(3.17)

(3. I 8)

6l- (3.1e)
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and therefore the two sets of base vectors are orthogonal. The derivatives of 16 with respect to

the $ coordinates are found from the derivatives of the basis functions that are used to interpolate

np i.e.,

0r* }Vn n

a&: a&*i

A vector & may be described using either set of base vectors i.e.,

(3.20)

(3.2r)

(3.22)

a:aigt

a:aigi

These are the covariant and contravariant forms of a and the vector components at and a; dtl
equivalent only if the base vectors gi are orthonormal (in which case gi and, gi are the same). A
graphical representation of these two vector descriptions is given in Figure 3.7.

at gt

atgl

Figure 3.7: Description of a vector a in
adapted from Sands (1996).
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Metric tensors

Metric tensors are used to relate an increment in { space to an increment in a real physical dis-

tance. There is both a covariant and a contravariant version ofthe tensor and they are calculated

from the inner products of the base vectors, thus

8l

g;,j:gt'gj:H 
O*

; ; 0€t 0€i
g-, :g- . gr : 

Ar_ Arr.

These tensors also provide a mapping between the covariant and contravariant

vector a

. Ank
drk :";-d€'

o\i

- 
ds2 :drkd,rk

\rk \rk:;€ 
a;"-:-d('d(

:grrdqid'(j

ai : lJiiat and a,' : g't Aj

and give a relationship between the sets of base vectors.

(3.2s)

gt: g;jgi and gi : goigj (3.26)

The g;i term can be thought of as providing the mapping between a squared distance in local

element space and a corresponding squared distance in global space.

(3.23)

(3.24)

forms of the

(3.27)

(3.28)

Derivatives of base vectors

When evaluating the derivative of a vector field that is described in terms of a set of base vec-

tors, it is necessary to evaluate the derivative of the base vectors themselves. For a covariant

description of a vector a,
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and for a contravariant description ofa
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(3.2e)

(3.30)

(3.32)

(3.33)

0aAl;\
a€,: at, \a;9')

0a; i 0g': 
a*9" + ai ati

A Christoffel symbol is often used to represent the base vector derivatives and may be defined

by the relationship

E:&(o'gu)
0a' .0o,: 
a6oo 

+ "'fr

u# : 9;,i: l!,gu

lli: Tt'i'gk

where (taking the derivative of Equation (3.17))

nF o'*o
9i,i: t ii9*: }qrag,tt

H:Hti+ air!,so

: (H + oorfl) or

:akl jg *

(3.31)

i.e., l!, are the contravariant components of g;,j. Here the comma is used to indicate a partial

derivative. Also

Christoffel symbols describe changes in the base vectors with changes in the local element

coordinates. If the $ coordinates are not spatially varying and are orthogonal, the Christoffel

symbols will be zero. In non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinate systems the Christoffel symbols

are generally non-zero. This result may be substituted back into Equation (3.30) to give

(3.34)
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where

akli + atffi - nk,i +ailf (3.3s)

This is known as the covariant derivative of aa (which is the contravariant form of a,, from

Flugge (1972) and Tyldesley (1975)). If the covariant derivative is calculated with the covariant

form of o the expression becomes

a,j: akligk where olj : ai,i -alrlfi (3.36)

(from Flugge (1972)). This result is important when considering the application of the domain

metrics to the bidomain equations and the evaluation of various quantities in Section 3.4.5.

3.3.1 Describing the microstructure

Within the bidomain framework described in Section 2.4 lies the ability to describe the mi-

crostructure of the myocardium through the conductivity tensor. The conductivity tensor enters

the model as a diagonal tensor representing the tissue conductivity in the fibre, sheet and cross

sheet directions. The tensor must then be rotated into {i coordinates in order to be inserted

into the bidomain equations. There is a separate tensor for both the intracellular and extracel-

lular conductivities but here a generic conductivity tensor is used. It should be noted that the

same transformation is applied to both of the conductivity tensors. The symbol a-f is used to

represent the (a, b)th component of the original tensor, r.e.,

o*f

Here oy is the conductivity in the fibre (21) direction, o, is the conductivity in the sheet (22)

direction ando. is the conductivity in the cross sheet (23) direction. The microstructural axes

are described by a tensor quantity, ff rnutdescribes the change in material coordinates with

respect to the reference coordinate system. These are known as the direction cosines of the ma-

terial coordinates and each z vector represents the direction of an axis in the material coordinate

system. The calculation of this tensor is described in more detail in Nash (1998) and Le Grice

et al. (1997), and is calculated here only for a two dimensional rectangular Cartesian case.
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In two dimensions a fibre angle, a, is defined to represent the orientation of the fibre vector in

relation to the first local element direction (see Figure 3.8 (b)).

Figure 3.8: The two rotations used to define the material axes in a two dimensional
rectangular Cartesian coordinate system. The left figure (a) shows the

angle p between the r and {1 axis while the right figure (b) shows the

fibre angle a defining the material z axes.

The local element directions are aligned with the global coordinate directions according to an

angle p that is defined to be

(b)(a)

(3.37)

(see Figure 3.8 (a)). The direction cosines are then calculated from

0r, _ [ cos (a + 0) sin (a + P).l
0u l- sin (a + 0) cos (a + 0))

where the rows correspond to the global directions and the columns correspond to the v com-

ponents. The conductivity tensor is rotated into { space as shown in Equation (3.38).

o:tan-1 (H,#)

U1

n 0(e \ub *no; : 
ah a&o; (3.3 8)
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term is calculated from

0u" 0r1
(3.3e)

}rt 0€i

and the resultant tensor is inverted to get 3. tn. effective conductivity tensor of is in general
dun

no longer diagonal. The transformation essentially calculates how much of the fibre, sheet and

cross sheet vectors lie in each of the {i directions. Derivatives of the conductivity tensors are

also required as the tensor is present within a divergence operator in the bidomain equations and

these derivatives are calculated in the same manner as the first order partial spatial derivatives

(shown in Section 3.4.4).

3.4 Solving the bidomain equations

Several steps are required to transform the bidomain equations described in Section 2.4.1 into

a form that can be evaluated numerically by the collocation method. The governing equations

must be expressed in terms of the domain metrics outlined in Section 3.3, the collocation mesh

must be generated and equivalent numerical expressions must be formulated for the terms in the

metric form of the bidomain equations.

3.4.L Expressing the diffusion terms

The diffusion term, V.(oVd), occurs in several places in the bidomain equations with different

dependent variables and conductivity tensors. Here this expression is formulated in terms of the

domain metrics that have been described previously.

The gradient of a scalar field in rectangular Cartesian coordinates is defined to be

gradd - V6: (3.40)
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0uo

0t;

(#,H,#)
(from Kreysig (1988)). The partial derivatives can be expressed in terms of local element coor-
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(3.41)

(3.42)

dinates instead of global coordinates, i.e.,

v6:(Yas.?oa?t.9Ea€'\' \d{r ar-' at aa 'a* a, )
From Section 3.3 the contravariant base vectors can be written as

n':(#,*,#)
and then combining Equations (3.41) and,(3.42), the gradient of / can be expressed as

v6: #n' (3.43)

The gradient of $ is a vector that is now described in terms of the contravariant base vectors

that map the { derivatives to global space. The gradient of the scalar field { may also be written

more generally as

V6:dls'
:Qri9" (3.44)

where for a scalar field the covariant derivative is equal to the partial derivative. The divergence

of a vector field a with components a; can be expressed as

Y . a: atl' (3.45)

which is the contravariant form of the derivative. In the absence of a conductiviW tensor. the

components of a may be substituted as /,; to give

Y . a:a,il'
:drtl'
:dli (3.46)

This is the definition of the standard Laplacian operator. Including the conductivity tensor as af
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changes the definition of the vector components a; to be olS,p. Thus

V . (ovl) : ("!O,k) lo

: (o! d,n) liejo

:l("!d,r) ,i -of d,or'r,l gto

: (o! ,i 6,x +of d,xi -of d,xr'ot) .qtt
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In Equation (3.47) the metric tensor is used to express the contravariant derivativE ail' : a;.ljg1',

in terms of a covariant derivative. This introduces the negative sign when the derivative is ex-

panded as is shown in Equation (3.36). The other terms in the bidomain equation do not need to

be transformed by the domain metrics so the two bidomain equations given in Equations (2.16)

and (2.I7) can be rewritten as

(3.47)

(3.48)

(3.4e)

f 
{", * o")L,i d",x * @, + o")IQe,kj - @n + o")f 6",r1'o,f gtn

: - lt"r)I ,iv*,k + (oo)Iltm,ki - (or)f v*,oll,f gih + 1,,

@o)L\'^,oi - 1oo)f \'^,ultoi] gio

or)Id",xi - @o)f 6",nr'ni) gin

,*) _,",

Itr'll,iv^,r,*
+ l@)X,i d.,x t (

:o^("** *

In practice the (o; + "")I,3 
term is formulated by precalculating (dI,i and (o.)f;ri separately

and then summing the results as required.

3.4.2 Collocation mesh generation

The collocation method relies on a finite element description of the solution domain geometry.

The finite elements themselves are not used to solve either of the bidomain equations, so the

required finite element resolution depends only on the resolution needed to accurately describe

the features of the solution domain. A collocation mesh is then created over the finite element

geometry at the significantly finer resolution that is necessary to solve the bidomain equations.

The governing equations are transformed so they are expressed in terms of { derivatives (Sec-

tion 3.4.1) meaning that when the effective solution domain is considered, it is constructed from

square elements where each element has unitary dimensions (see Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.9: Finite elements are regular in local element space (left) and are used to
define the problem geometry in global space (right).

The collocation points are defined in terms of constant intervals in local element { space and

this definition creates meshes that are both regular and orthogonal in the solution space (see

Figure 3.10). The finite elements are each assigned an arbitrary unique number when they are

created and this numbering is used to identify each element in tum when the collocation mesh

is created. An input file is used to speciff the number of different collocation schemes that

are required and the details of these schemes. The input file also specifies which collocation

scheme is to be used in each of the finite elements. Collocation points are then generated in

each of the finite elements in order according to the finite element numbering. To prevent the

duplication of points on element boundaries, the element number of all neighbouring finite el-

ements is ascertained and if any of the neighbouring elements is referenced by a number lower

than the current element being populated, no points are generated on that shared element bound-

ary as the boundary is already populated. In this situation the collocation point numbers from

the neighbouring element face are added to the list of the collocation point numbers generated

for the current element. If a neighbouring finite element has been assigned a number that is

higher than the current finite element, the neighbouring element is not populated and colloca-

tion points are generated on that element boundary. The collocation mesh is numbered by the

order in which the collocation points are created. The number of collocation points generated

in each local element direction is not restricted to be uniform, but the number of points gen-

erated on a boundary shared between multiple elements is required to be consistent. Within

each finite element the collocation points are generated and numbered in increasing {r, then

increasing (2 and lastly in increasing {3. Figtre 3.1 1 demonstrates the collocation point num-

bering that is generated using 3 x 3 collocation points in each of the two finite elements. Only

15 unique collocation points are generated in this example. The points local to the first ele-

ment are stored as (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7,8,9) and the points local to the second element are stored

as (3. 10, 1 I , 6, 72,73.9. I4. 15).
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Figure 3.10: Collocation points are generated at regular intervals in { space (left) to
represent the actual mesh in global space (right).

3 10 11

Element 1 Element 2

Figure 3.1 1: Collocation point numbers generated over two elements in two dimen-
sions.
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The creation of the collocation points in global space is seen as a separate step from creating

them in { space. The input file that defines the number of collocation points in each element also

includes information on the basis function that should be used to calculate the global colloca-

tion point positions. The appropriate basis function is used to interpolate the global coordinate

positions and the microstructural axes over the finite elements at the { position of each collo-

cation point. Calculating these field values then generates the global coordinate information

that is stored at each point. In practice the collocation points are always stored in a rectangular

Cartesian coordinate system regardless of the coordinate system of the underlying finite element

mesh. Figure 3.12 shows nine inegularly sized finite elements over which four different collo-

cation schemes are defined to create a collocation mesh that is regular in global space (5 x 5,

5 x 3, 3 x 5 and3 x 3points).

eee
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eee

Figure 3.t2: An irregular finite element mesh with regular collocation point spac-
ings.

3.4.3 A quadratic template

The diffirsion term from the bidomain equations expressed in terms of the domain mehics

(Equation (3.47)) contains both first order (u,,; ) and second order (u,,ii) partial derivatives of
the dependent variable along with first order partial derivatives of the conductivity tensors. A
numerical approximation of these derivatives is formulated using a local quadratic template of
collocation points and derivatives of the quadratic basis functions (defined in Section 3.2.2),
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For all intemal collocation points, the partial derivatives about a particular point are calculated

by considering the point of interest to be at the centre of a local quadratic element made up of
3 points in one dimension, 9 points in two dimensions and27 points in three dimensions. The

quadratic basis functions of appropriate dimension are then used to interpolate over the local

quadratic element. In general this basis function is not related to the basis function used to

interpolate over the governing finite elements. The collocation points are equivalent to local

element nodes where the node of interest is the central local element node. To illustrate this,

consider the one dimensional case shown in Figure 3.13. The dependent variable z is thought of
as having the values ]t) , y,(2) and z(3) at the three local element nodes. The central node is local

node 2 and is referenced by ,o.Node 1 is referenced by z;-1 because it lies in the -€r direction

from the central node, and node 3 is referenced by z;1i because it lies in the *{r direction. (In

one dimension a quadratic template is made up of z;-1 ,'tL; a;nd u;+t).

Ui-t 'lli lli+l

Figure 3. I 3 : Quadratic template with u;-1, 't1,; and u4y1

9l

In two dimensions the variable .i is introduced

Figure 3.14 shows the local node representation

node five (zf;l(j)) is the centre of the template.

to represent changes in the

of a biquadratic template.

€z direction and

In this case local

^-,^
lle-t)(j +1) It,O)(i+1)

u,(;_r)(j)
o

1I (,)(i)

v v v
11'(i-1)(j-1) 1t(i)(j-1) ?r1;ar)(j-r)

Figure 3.14: Abiquadratic template with z;'s and z7's

In three dimensions a triquadratic template is created where the point of interest lies within

a cube of 27 points and the variable k is used to refer to changes in the {3 direction. The

?/(t+r )(j+l )

tt (i+t)(j)
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interpolation of a quantity using a triquadratic basis firnction (Equation (3.9)) can be rewritten

AS

u(tr,tz,{r) :Vr (€')vr ({r)vr (6r),1;-r)u-l)(k-i) + Vr ((')v' ({z)vz ((s)u(i-1xj-r)(ri)

+Vr (€r)V' (€r)Vr (€s) ut-l)(j-1)(k+r;* V1 (€')V, ({r)V' ({s)zrz-rlurr*-rr

+Vr (€')V, ((r)V, ((') u,e-l)(j)(k) + Vr (€r)V, (€r)V, (€s)?r(i-r)(j)(k+r)

*Vr ({r)vr ({r)v' (€r) uQ-l)(i+t)(a-r) + Vt({')vr ({r)v, ({r) u,e-t)(j+t)(k)

*Vr ({r)Vg ((r)Vr ({s) u,e-t)(j+t)(k-r; * V2 ({')V' (€r)V' ({3)21;;1i-r11*-r;

+Vz ({')V' ({r)Vz ({s) ue)U-l)(k) + Vz ({')V' ({r)Va ({e) uo)U-'t)(k+1)

+Vz ({r) V'((r)Vr ({g) uU)0)&-1) + Vz (€') Vz (€r)V' ({') uo1@)

*Vz (€' ) V, (€r) V3 (€r) u1)(j)(k+l) + Vz ({r ) Vr ({r) iU' ({e) ue)U+t)(k-l)

+Vz (€r)vr ((r)vz ({a)u(;)(i+r)(r) * vz (€r)vr ((r)ve ({r)?r(,;)(7+r)(k+r)

+Vr (€')V' ({r)Vr ({s) u(i+1)(i-1)(k-r; * V3 (€,)V' ({r)V, ({3)21;1r11i-r;1r)

+Vr ({r)V' ((r)Vs ({r)?/('+r)(i-r)(ft+r; * V3 (€')V, ({z)V' ({3)21;1rls11r,-r;

+Vr ({r ) V, ({r) Vz ({r) ?r(r+1)(j)(fr) * Va ({' ) V, ({r) Vs (€s) z1;+r;17;1*+r;

*Vr ({')Vr (€r)Vr ({r) ue+\U+1)(k-ry * V3 ({r)Vs ({z)Vz ({r)'u1;+r;U+r)(fr)

*Vr (€r ) Vr ({r) Vr (€:) ?r(,+r)(j+1)(/c+r) (3.s0)

By placing one of these templates at each internal collocation point, a system for expressing the

partial derivatives in the governing equation in terms of collocation point coefficients is estab-

lished. An example of a local quadratic template within a collocation mesh in two dimensions

is shown in Figure 3. 15. The method of setting up templates for boundary collocation points is

shown in Section 3.4.5 and the type of template created is dependent on the type of boundary

condition applied as is shown in Section 3.7 . It should be noted that collocation points consid-

ered to be boundary points lie on the boundary of the solution domain and points on intemal

finite element boundaries are considered to be internal points.

3.4.4 Partial derivative approximations

The basis function interpolation given in Equation (3.50) and the equivalent equations in one

and two dimensions form the basis of the collocation based partial derivative approximations.

Derivatives of the quadratic basis functions over the local quadratic template are used to generate

expressions for the partial derivatives as is shown in this section.
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Figure 3.15: A biquadratic template within a finite element mesh. The black lines

represent finite element boundaries and the red points represent collo-
cation points. The blue and red points along with the blue shaded area

represent a local biquadratic template.

First order derivatives

93

The first order derivatives

tion (3.6) are

dimensional quadratic basis

a: +12 (€ - 0.5) ({ - 1)l
U<

:4€_3
n

- " l-4r /F - 1\l
a{' ^\\\ '/J

: -8{+4
A: ;12€ ({ - 0.5)l

U<

:4€_7

functions given in Equa-

(3.51)

of the one

avr (€)

a€

avz (€)

ae

Eirg (€)

at

To illustrate the method used to create a numerical expression for a first order derivative, con-

sider one of the terms that occurs when Equation (3.50) is differentiated with respect to €r,

€.8.,

il
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a
ul (v, ({,)v, (€r) v, ({3)z1r+rXj+r)(&+1))
o(r

: [(4€r - 1) Vs ({r)Vs ({r) +irs (€r) (0)V, (€s) + lrs (€r)vs (€z) (0)]zr,;+rlri+1)(,f+1)

: (4{r - 1) V, ({z)lfs ({3)u1;+r)(j+r)(/c+1) Q.52)

The product rule for differentiation is used to generate this result where the V3 ({2) and the

Ve ({e) terms both have zero first order differentials as they do not depend on €t. For the

derivative in the {1 direction, all of the terms from Equation (3.50) will have an {1 basis function

derivative, multiplied by both an {2 and an (3 basis function. The point at which this derivative

is based is located at the middle node in the triquadratic template, therefore it has {i coordinates

of ({t : €z : €t: 0.5). Substituting these values into Equation (3.52) gives

(a€, - 1) v, ({r) vg ({s) : (46r - r) (2t, ({, - 0.5)) (2€a ({s - 0.5))

: (1) (1 (o)) (1 (o))

-0

Thus there is no contribution from the (i + I, j + I,k + 1) point to the {1 derivative of Equa-

tion (3.50). If the same process is applied to the other terms the resulting expression t", 
#

is

y :(0)21;-ry1r-1Xk-r) + (0)rl1,;-ry(j-rxft) + (0)u1,-ry(j-r)(ft+1) +0{' \

(0)21;-ry1iy1r-r; + (-1) u1-r)(j)(k) * (0)u1,-r;(j)(e+r) *
(0) z1;-ry(i+1)(e-1) + (0) z1r-ry(j+ry1*y * (0) u1r-ry(i+ry1r+ry *
(0)21;y1i-ry1r-r; +(0)21;;1i-ry1ry +(0)21;yg-1)(k+1)+

(0)u1;y1;;1*-ry + (0)u1;11iy1*y + (0)z1;y1iy(ft+r) *
(0)Tr(;)(r+rX*-r) + (0)u1;y1i1ry1*y * (0)z1ry171r)(e+r)*

(0) ut;+r)U-l)(e-1) + (0) z1;+ry(j-1)(e) + (0) z1r+ryg-lxk+l) +
(0)ut;+rtfrltr-r) *(1)zlraryliy(rc) +(0)u1,;+ry(j)(*+r)*

(0) zt;+r)(j+1)(k-1) * (0) z1;+r1(r+r)(e) * (0) z1;+r1U+1)(e+1)

and therefore

0u
,{, 

: u(i+1)(i)(/c) - u(i-l)U)(,i; (3.53)
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This is the result that is expected as a quick inspection of the basis functions and their derivatives

shows that a non-zero entry will only be found if a term is a combination of only V2 ({2) ,
a{':r(€d 

o, 
EV:r({t) 

. This result can also be obtained through a Taylor seriesilz ({s)andeither -or, d{t
analysis about z1;;1i11ry with a step in each i direction of 0.5. Because the distance between the

points in local quadratic space is A{ : 0.5, the denominator usually generated by a Taylor

series analysis is always equal to 2 x 0.5: 1. The three first partial derivatives are given by the

following three equations,
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0u
a{'
0u
a€,
0u

a{t

: tt'1;at)(j)(k) - ?r(i-1)(j)(,r)

: lro)(j+1)(k) - ?r(r)(j-t)(&)

: lr1)U)(k+1) - u(r)(j)(k-t)

(3.54)

(3.s5)

(3.56)

(3.s7)

The derivatives of each component of the conductivity tensors are also generated using these

formulae, substituting the appropriate conductivity values in place of z. In terms of the bido-

main equations, the first derivatives of the transmembrane potential are found by substituting

u, : V^ and the extracellular first derivatives are found by substitutingu - 5..

Second order derivatives

The second order partial derivatives are found in a similar manner to the first order derivatives.

The second order derivatives of the one dimensional quadratic basis functions are

d'i[r (€)

a€"

02vz (€)
--5P-

_ a a{/r (€)

at at
a:;(4€-3)

o<

-4

A a{/, (€)

at a€
at

;(4-8€)
o<

-8 (3.58)
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O'vs ({) _ a a{r3 (€)
--aP- - E u

a:a€(4€-1)

- 4 (3.5e)

,r rn" ! derivative is considered at the point u1r+r;(j+rxe+r) the resulting expression is
d€f

n2

ue (*, ({') vr ({z)lur ({3)u1;+r)(i+r)(t+r))

: [(4)ve (€z)va (€g) + Ve (€r) (o)v' (€r) + vs (€r)v' (€r) (0)]zr;+rr0+1)(k+1)

: (4)!tr/3 ({r)V, (6r) z1;+r)(j+1)(e+1)

Again the { position of the central node is substituted, yielding

(3.60)

(a)v' ({r)v' (€r) : (a) (2€r(€z - 0's)) (2{t (€s - 0'5))

: (4) (1 (o)) (1 (o))

- 0 (3.61)

Equation (3.61) shows that there is no component from ue+t)(j+\(n+ry point in the expression

for the second derivative of Equation (3.50) with respect to {r. The non-zeros occtr where there

are combinations of only i[z (€z) , V, (€r) and any {1 second derivative. The contribution from

all of the terms gives

o'u"ue : (0) z1;-ry(7-r)(ft-r) * (0) u1;-ry(i-1xk) * (0) z1r-ry(i-1)(e+1)

+(0)21;-ry(jxe-l) + (4)21;-ry1iy1r; +(0)21;-ryg)(,k+l)

+ (0)u1;-ry(j+lXft-r) + (0)21,-ry0+ry1*y + (0) u1r-ry(j+lX/c+1)

+(0)u1'y1i-r)(e-r) +(0)u1ry1i-ry1ry + (0)z1ry13-1Xk+1)

* (0)z1ry1iy1r-ry + (-8) ue)(j)(k) * (0)21;y1jy1r+r;

* (0)21;y1ia1)(ft-l) * (0) z1ry131ry1ry * (0)21;y17+1)(e+1)

* (0) u1;+ry(j-1)(ft-r) * (0) z1;+ry(j-1X,h) * (0) u1t+ry(j-rxe+r)

* (0)u1r+r;(jxft-1) * (4)u1r1ry1iy1r) + (0) u1;+ry0)(e+r)

* (0)21;+r;U+l)(,b-1) * (0) u1;+r1(j+r;1ry * (0)z1r+ry(j+r)(k+r)
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and therefore

02tt . ,
# : 4 (u1i+t11t(g - 2u,1;11i11s; * z1;-ry17y1*y)
oci

The other two second order derivatives are
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#: 
4(u1411+t71*r - 2,1;11;11r; *

u# : 4 (u1r111;1*+ t1 - 2tt,1t11111n1 t

u@u-1)(k))

z1ry1j11r-ry)

(3.62)

(3.63)

(3.64)

Cross derivatives

The cross derivatives are found by taking the first order partial derivatives from Equation (3.50)

and then differentiating the resulting expressions again with respect to another { direction. The

cross derivatives are synmetric so there are only three unique expressions to consider instead

of six. The discrete approximations to the cross derivative terms are

02u 02u

02u o''11,: ------------:- : uQ+1)(j)(k+t; - ?1,1;+t)(j)(a-r) - ltG-l)(j)(k+r; * tl1;-r;U)(a-r) (3.66)E{,E{, a{ea(,
02u, 02u,: ----- . : 11(i)(j+1)(k+r) - z1;;1i-r)(r, f r) - It(i)(j+1)(k-t1* tt1;11i_1)(a-r) Q.67)atzatz atzatz

In one and two dimensions, all of the points in the quadratic templates are used in the approxi-

mation of at least one derivative, but in three dimensions the eight extreme corner points of the

triquadratic template are not used to approximate any derivatives. This means a maximum of

only 19 coefficients are stored to describe the diffusive processes instead of 27 .

3.4.5 Approximating the domain metrics

Numerical approximations of the base vectors and metric tensors are also necessary as they de-

scribe the mapping between local element space and the actual domain that is defined in global

space by the finite elements. Again a quadratic template is used to generate the approxima-

tions. Each internal collocation point is placed at the centre of a local quadratic element with
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its neighbouring collocation points providing the remainder of the local element nodes. The

collocation point of interest then has a position in local quadratic ( space of (0.5, 0.5, 0.5). For

each boundary collocation point, an internal point adjacent to the boundary point is used as the

template centre and the { position of the interest point is adjusted to represent its position in

the local quadratic element relative to the central point. This means that one or more of the {
coordinates are either set to 0.0 or 1.0 for the interpolation, depending on where the point of
interest lies. The derivatives of the basis functions over the local quadratic element are then

calculated at the { location of interest, interpolating the local quadratic element nodal positions

instead of a solution field. To create the metrics needed in Equation (3.47), the first derivatives

are interrogated to give g; as per Equation (3.17). The metric tensor g;i is calculated from the

resulting base vectors using Equation (3.23) and is then inverted to get .g'r.

lgntl : lgoil-' (3.68)

The second derivatives of the basis functions are the first derivatives of the base vectors and thev

are used to generate the Christoffel symbols. This is done computationally as

lli :Ti,i gk

:9irj oklgt

0'rn *,\rn
0€i0€i" A€,

(3.6e)

It should be noted that these quantities can not in general be calculated by interrogating the

global finite element directly by using the global element { positions of the collocation points.

The problem with this approach arises at any boundary between two elements where the ele-

ments are not exactly the same size in global space, or where different collocation point spacings

are used in local element space. In these situations the first derivatives that give g i are discon-

tinuous at the boundary points as they have different magnitudes depending on which element

is used to perform the calculation. Consider the simple case of two elements in one dimension

that is shown in Figure 3.16. One element is five times larger than the other so the value of 
A:
d€

in one element is five times larger than it is in the other element. If cubic Hermite basis func-

Elemen,t\ Element2

Figure 3.16: A simple two element irregular finite element mesh.

tions are used, the global derivatives are continuous but the { derivatives used to calculate g i arc
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still discontinuous. It should be noted that the collocation point positions and microstructural

axes are both always continuous. By approximating the domain metrics using a local quadratic

template, these changes in the base vector magnitudes are calculated correctly and the discon-

tinuity problem does not occur as there is no prerequisite for the central node of a quadratic

element to be in the geometric centre of the element. The effect of the discontinuity on the

domain metrics is that { space changes shape from one element to the next and therefore the

Christoffel symbol is no longer zero reflecting the changes in the magnitude of the base vectors.

This occurs even on orthogonal meshes in rectangular Cartesian space. When solving a stan-

dard Laplace equation on a mesh such as Figure 3.12, using metrics based on the global finite

elements sees the solution converge to a steady state but not to a correct analytic solution. With

the local quadratic derived metrics, the solution converges directly to the analytic solution as is

demonstrated in Section 6.2.

A numerical approximation for each of the terms in Equation (3.47) has now been formulated.

Expressions resulting from the application of the discrete forms of the derivatives to the diffu-

sion terms present in the bidomain equations may be found in Appendix B. The evaluation of

the nonlinear part of the bidomain equations, the ionic current term, is now explained.

3.5 Integrating the ionic currents

Within the bidomain framework described here, the I;o, term is used to represent the sum of

the ionic currents from each continuum cell. (The ionic current models used are detailed in

Sections 2.6 and 2.7). All of the currents are formulated as ordinary differential equations

that describe the time and voltage dependence of the cellular processes. Fow integrators are

implemented to solve the resulting systems of equations. The simplest of the integrators is the

Euler integrator that is formulated as

tr,a1 :tr, -f Ll

an.t:!tr, + A/' .f (Y,.t,)

where 3y is the dependent variable being integrated, f is time, Al is the time step, /0 is a

function that returns the derivative of the variable being integrated, n represents variables at the

current time step and ri * 1 represents variables at the next time step. In addition to the standard

Euler integrator, a modified version with adaptive time stepping is also implemented where the

99
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time step is adjusted to ensure that the change in the hansmembrane potential is no larger than

1mV at each time step. This allows the upstroke phase of the action potential to be hacked

more accurately while also allowing larger time steps to be taken during the slower plateau and

recovery phases. With this integrator the current time step size is stored at each collocation point

to prevent unnecessary calculations. The integration is performed using the stored time step and

if the potential change is too large the time step is reduced by one order of magnitude and the

integration is recomputed. If the potential change is less than I0% of the maximum allowable,

the time step is increased by one order of magnitude up to a prescribed maximum size.

In addition to the two variations of the standard Euler integrator, an improved Euler integrator

is also implemented that can be expressed as

tnal :tn * Lt

Kt :Lt' f (rl",t")
Kz:Lt'f(y"lK1,tna:)

!)n+t :An + 0.5 (A-r t h'z)

The third integration scheme used is a fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme whose algorithm is

tnal :tn I Lt

1(1 :711 ' 'f (Y",t")

I{2 :51 ' f (y", + 0.51(r, r" + 0.54t)

Ks :At ' f (a" + 0.5K2. t" + 0.5,Ar)

I(a:57'f(A"*Iis,tnl)
1

lJn+t :!Jn+ 
; (1(r + 2I{2 + 2K3 + K4)

These integrators are adapted from Kreysig (1988). The last and most complex integrator used

is an Adams-Moulton scheme implemented from Shampine & Gordon (1975). This integrator

features variable time stepping and variable polynomial orders with both relative and absolute

error controls. As is shown in Figure 3.17, there are no appreciable differences in the resulting

action potential traces when the standard Euler and Adams-Moulton integrators are used. Test-

ing has also shown that the adaptive time stepping Euler integrator can successfully integrate

most of the ionic current models with the time step sizes required to accurately track the diffir-

sion processes. Because of the smaller number of calculations, the Euler integrator is faster than

the Adams-Moulton integrator for a given step size so the Euler integrator is often the preferred

choice.
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The exception to this rule is the Noble 98 ionic current model (Section 2.6.4) where the Adams-

Moulton integrator is required to maintain stability.

Eulcr
Adams-\toulton 

-

'r-:L",'* 350 4oo 450 soo

Figure 3.17: The action potential from the Luo-Rudy ionic current model when in-
tegrated using the standard Euler and the Adams-Moulton integrators.

3.6 Implicit and explicit formulations

The bidomain equation that calculates the transmembrane potential in Equation (3.49) contains

a time derivative that is approximated by a first order forward time approximation.
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(3.70)

There are two ways to add the discrete form of the time derivative to the bidomain equations, re-

sulting in explicit and implicit formulations. If the two diffrrsion terms are represented by I (V*)

and I ($") for the transmembrane and extracellular potential based diffirsion terms respectively,

the transmembrane equation may be written as

I (v^) + I (o) - Ao (c^vl'*"',-vA + r,,") - /,, (3.7r)'\"- af ' 
,,

Dividing Equation (3.7 l) through by A^C * gives

I (V-) r (0) Yk+^' - Vh , Iion I,z
A^c^- A^c^: N - c*- A*c* (3.72)
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The explicit formulation is created by setting the time of 1 (t''-) to be f and the resulting equation

for the transmembrane potential at the next time step is

Y#o' : l'l + L*"- lt (t'^)' + I (0"')' * J"') - #,""' (3.73)

The two diffirsion terms are calculated from values at the old time step and have the same multi-

plier as the applied stimulus term, 1.2. Because of this both the transmembrane and extracellular

terms are precalculated and passed through to the ionic current integrator as a pseudo stimulus.

For each collocation point, the group of points that are used to create the surrounding local

quadratic element are stored along with the corresponding diffirsion coefficients. This allows

the evaluation of the two diffusion terms to be reduced to two dot products of the stored coeffi-

cients with the appropriate potential values, one dot product for the I (I-^) term and one for the

I (d") term.

The other formulation implemented involves setting the 1(1,-) to be based at the new t + Lt
time step. This is known as the implicit formulation and Equation(3.72) becomes

I j-rr - 
li 

7 11' 1/ lJt - 
\/ Al

s-c-l (1,,,)' -' : I'I + A^c*lt (o")' * I,r) - q',", (3'74)

For the implicit formulation, only the extracellular diffusion term is precalculated and passed

through to the integrator. The left hand side of Equation (3.74) is written into a matrix system

where there is one row generated for each collocation point and the column positions core-

spond to the collocation point numbers that make the local quadratic element. The l'',j,*ot t..-
is represented by adding one to the coefficient of the central point in each local quadratic el-

ement (which lies on the matrix diagonal). The right hand side vector of the matrix system

consists of all of the terms on the right hand side of Equation (3.74). While the second formu-

lation is termed an implicit scheme, it is strictly only semi-implicit as the ionic current and the

extracellular diffirsion terms are still evaluated using values from the previous time step. A time

integration parameter, 9, is introduced to provide a linear interpolation between the explicit and

implicit solution methods.

I',!;:ot : (1 - g) .lf'nt @rpl,icit) + e .l',!;+^t (irnpli,ci,t) (3.7s)

For a fully explicit formulation, I is set to be 0.0 and for a fully implicit formulation 0 : 1.0

is used. Any real value between the fully implicit and fully explicit case is allowed. After the

solution for I''j+^t has been calculated, the extracellular update equation from Equation (3.49) is

evaluated to generate a new extracellular potential field. The extracellular potential coefficients
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are assembled into a second matrix that has the same form as the implicit transmembrane matrix.

Both of the matrices are created by looping over the collocation points in ascending numerical

order and creating a row for each point. Before the coefficients are assembled into the matrices,

each row is sorted to ensure the columns are also assembled in a strictly ascending order.

Matrix solutions are needed for implicit transmembrane potential solutions (if an implicit com-

ponent is specified) and for all extracellular solutions. Due to the fine mesh resolution required

to accurately solve the bidomain equations, it is necessary to store the solution matrices in sparse

structures for all but small simulations. This is possible because the local quadratic elements

and collocation point numbers define the matrix elements that are occupied. The required spar-

sity structure varies between the matrix solvers, so when a solver is selected the matrix elements

are automatically written into a structure of the appropriate type.

3.6.1 Stimulating the bidomain

The bidomain equations stated in Equations (2.16) and (2.17) may be stimulated through either

the intracellular or the extracellular domain. Both stimuli are expressed using spatially varying

fields over the collocation mesh. TWo different stimulus protocols can be used for intracellular

stimulation, the first of which prescribes a stimulus magnitude and duration along with a fre-

quency. The stimulus is applied to the selected collocation points at time I : 0 for the specified

duration and the stimulation is repeated according to the stimulus frequency until the end of the

solution period. The second method of intracellular stimulation allows the specification of two

current pulses where the start time, stop time and magnitude of each pulse is set. Two pulses are

necessary in order to create spiral waves using a standard SI 52 stimulus protocol (Trayanova

& Bray 1997). This stimulus method allows two pulses to be defined at a given collocation

point but does not prevent more than two pulses being applied to different groups of collocation

points at the same or at different times. In general any number of pulses may be delivered to a

given collocation point but this would require an extension to the present implementation.

Extracellular stimulation is implemented with a view to defibrillation studies through time vari-

ables. This allows any number of time points to be specified and either constant or linear basis

functions are used to interpolate the time variable value between the time points.

r03
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An example of a stimulation time variable is shown in Equation (3.76).

Stim:

0.0

100.0

-100.0

if I < 10ms

if 10ms ( f ( 15ms

if 15ms ( f ( 20ms

if I > 20ms

(3.76)

0.0

With constant interpolation, the time course of the time variable from Equation (3.76) is given

in Figure 3.18.

100

l!

Figure 3.18: The time course for the
tion (3.76)

stimulus time variable described in Equa-

3.7 Bidomain boundary conditions

The boundary conditions applied to the bidomain framework are outlined in Section 2.4.2. This

section details the implementation of those boundary conditions. Dirichelet (potential) bound-

ary conditions can only be applied to the extracellular domain and when specified, the matrix

row for the boundary collocation point consists of just a 1 in the diagonal element with the

appropriate boundary value in the right hand side vector. These rows are not removed from

the matrix system because of the need to write directly into sparse matrix structures. Using

a generic conductivity tensor o and. a generic dependent variable S, the Von Neumann (flux)

boundarv condition can be written as

45

s: (oVg) .n (3.77)
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where n is a unit outward normal and c is the value of the boundary condition. In many cases

a zero flux boundary condition is required so the value of c is zero. The derivative term is

expressed as
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Yd:6,nek : H#U-

From the calculation of the domain metrics, ,n A*term 
is stored at each collocationpoint and' d€'

this is inverted to obtain 5. *. calculation of the * Oachieved by investigating each {dr* d€i
direction to ascertain which directions do not have neighbouring collocation points. Directions

in which collocation points are present in both the positive and negative { directions lie in the

plane of the boundary so a two point central finite difference formula is used to find 9.
a€'

(3.78)

(3.80)

(3.81)

6n+t - 6n-t (3.7e)

Here the (n + 1) point lies one point in the positive { direction and the (n - 1) point lies one

point away in the negative { direction. This situation is shown in Figure 3. I 9. In cases where

Figure 3.19: A schematic of a two point, central difference collocation flux approx-

imation used when both points are present in the direction of interest.

a boundary collocation point has no connected points in a given direction, the { direction is

perpendicular to the boundary in local element space so a three point, one sided difference

scheme is used.

ao:
at

ad

E
ad

u

: -3Q, * 4Q"+t - Qn+2

:36,-4d"-t*Qn-z

Here Equation (3.80) is used if there is no collocation point in the -{ direction and Equa-

tion (3.81) is used if no point is present in the *{ direction. The (n + 2) and (n - 2) points
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lie two points away in the positive and negative { direction respectively. An illustration of this

Figure 3.20: A schematic of the one sided collocation flux approximation used

when a collocation point is missing in the direction of interest.

ciated with these expressions is equal to 2 x A{ where A{ is equal to 0.5 as the metrics are

calculated with respect to the local quadratic coordinate system. If there are comers in a mesh,

for example a two dimensional square, the one sided finite difference scheme is used in both of
the { directions. A four point central difference scheme has also been hialled for the tangential

{ directions along with two and four point one sided schemes. The two point one sided scheme

produced inaccurate fluxes and was discarded. The four point schemes produce similar results

to the chosen schemes but require additional checks to be performed regarding the minimum

number of points that must be generated and the proximity of any corners. The three point one

sided and two point central difference schemes both fit within the local quadratic framework

and are therefore employed.

The unit outward normal vector in Equation (3.77) is calculated from the domain metrics. Using

the same method of checking which { directions have no connections, the tangential { directions

are found. In two dimensions the taneential vector is easilv obtained from the metrics as

(3.82)

The tangent vector shown in Equation (3.82) is rotated in the appropriate direction to create an

outward normal vector and is then normalised to have a unit length. In three dimensions the

two tangential ( directions are found and then the cross product of the two tangential vectors

is taken to obtain an outward vector before the vector is normalised. For the case of a corner,

the normal is defined with respect to the highest { direction(s) and altering this has little effect

on the solution fields. All of the tangential and normal calculations are made using metrics

derived from the global finite elements as these give slightly more accurate results on curved

meshes and are continuous across element boundaries as only a direction and no magnitudes are

Again for all of these cases the denominator normally asso-

n
Or---

':(k,k)
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required. The conductivity tensor is rotated as is shown in Section 3 .3. 1 , omitting the translation

to { coordinates. The result in terms of the global coordinate directions is

(3.83)

(3.85)

Equation (3.85) is rearranged into the form shown in Equation (3.86) so the calculations reduce

to a dot product of potentials and coefficients for explicit boundary conditions. In this form the

coefficients are also easily written into an implicit or extracellular matrix system.

(3.86)
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The numerical approximation of Equation (3.71) may then be written as

, : or yu9,nn (3.84)
" d{t 6rz

Consider the application of Equation (3.81) to Equation (3.84) in a particular { direction,

c: (3dn - 4d,-t * d,-z) ffirf ro

c: (6n,6n-r,6,-z). 
[tr, -n, tl ffi"f "rf

Note that this formulation is from only one of the €i directions and a similar rearangement is

used for the other possible formulation. of S to obtain a full expression for Equation (3.84).
dt

3.8 Element branching

Structures to deal with geometries containing branching elements are implemented in one, two

and three dimensions. Physically, element branching in one dimension relates to problems such

as describing a Purkinje fibre network, which may be thought of as a tree like structure. These

branching structures may not always be bifirrcating so more than two branches are permitted.

In Figure 3.21 a simple element branch in one dimension is illustrated.

In local quadratic space the { distance between 1Li and zf*, is the same as the distance to u!*r.

The three noded local quadratic element that is used to calculate the domain metrics is formed

by taking the average geometric position of the points ul*, and uf;*r, and using the result as a

virtual collocation point. Because the one dimensional collocation method works with respect to
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It?+t

Figure 3.21: A simple bifurcating local quadratic mesh in one dimension.

As (change in arc length) and not (,, U, t) space, there are no symmetric cancellation problems.

If there are more branches present, the locations of all points in the branching { direction are

averaged to obtain the virfual collocation point. For the solution of the governing equations, if
there are n branches originating from a particular point, each of the branch coefficients is given

a \ ln, weighting that is multiplied by the value calculated from the virtual point. This means

that for a bifurcation, four collocation points and coefficients are stored for the local quadratic

element. A more complex one dimensional branching structure is shown in Figure 3.22. Some

Figure 3.22: A complex one dimensional branching structure. The spheres repre-
sent collocation points.

preliminary research has been done into coupling a branching one dimensional Purkinje fibre

network into either a two or three dimensional collocation mesh. This research is detailed in

Appendix C.

In two and three dimensions, element branching is required to handle the cusps in the right

ventricle of the three dimensional heart mesh and in the heart slice. The methodology from the

one dimensional case is again employed, creating virtual points and dividing the coefficients

by the number of branches. In two dimensions one extra point is required to capture the local

quadratic element as is shown in Figure 3.23 where all of the red spheres are included. The four

corner points of the two dimensional local quadratic element are found by stepping once in one
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Figwe 3.23: A local quadratic element for two dimensional element branching. Red

spheres are included collocation points and blue spheres are excluded.

( direction and then again in the other € direction. Because of this, checks are required when

local quadratic elements are created near element branches to ensure that where a branch occurs,

the correct side of the branch is chosen for inclusion into the quadratic element. A correct and

an incorrect collocation point selection is shown in Figure 3.24.

(a) Conect (b) Incorrect

Figure 3.24:The left figure (a) shows the correct selection of nine local quadratic
points in two dimensions and the right figure (b) shows an incorrect
selection. Red spheres are included in the element, blue spheres are

excluded.

In the three dimensional case, a branch generates three additional local quadratic points, making

a total of 22 points in a quadratic element with non-zero coefficients. Figure 3.25 demonstrates

element branching in three dimensions. For a given collocation point, it is necessary to calculate

both the direction in which a branch occurs and the direction the resultant split runs in order to

properly choose the points that need virtual points and coefficient sharing. A complex testing
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Figure 3.25: Element branching in three dimensions where the 22 red spheres are

included in the local quadratic element.

structure has been implemented to enstre quadratic elements near a branch select the correct

collocation points.

Summary

This chapter has detailed the implementation of the numerical methods used to solve the forward

problem of electrocardiography on the cellular and cardiac spatial scales. Using the techniques

described here, a model of cardiac tissue can be constructed from many continuum cells. The

techniques used on the larger spatial scales of the passive torso are described in Chapter 4.




